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EDITORIAL

Some roles in the world of mountaineering are clearly hazardous. The 
portering of loads through the Khumbu icefall or the directorship of the 
International School of Mountaineering rank high in the scale of vulnerability. In 
round actuarial terms, the very act of joining the ACG was reckoned to reduce one's 
life expectancy by twenty years at the proverbial stroke. In case, dear reader, the 
relevance of this should be lost to you, your new Editor is luxuriating in the thought 
that he appears to have joined the ranks of the indestructibles, although, having 
managed nothing more hazardous during the past year than a faltering ascent of Cat 
Bells, the claim is not unreasonably surprising. Of his predecessors, only E. W. 
Steeple, the co-editor of the Bulletins of the 1930s, and incidentally the Chairman 
of the inaugural meeting of the MAM, is no longer with us. I am thus very 
conscious of those several pairs of eyes still able to read between my lines and to 
marvel at my doubts and indiscretions.

Our collective thoughts have been dominated, during the last year, by the 
problems of Glan Dena. Its structural maintenance has absorbed hundreds of 
precious days generously given by generations of wardens and working parties. 
Although it has plundered more of our time and resources each year, few of us are 
able to think of its rotting timbers without affection. The EGM vote of 200 
members was the first public statement of widespread interest in the replacement 
proposal. The winning of planning approval, the development of the final design, 
and the growth of the Appeal Fund to its target level have converted that interest 
into solid financial support and commitment. The timing of the project clearly 
depends on a decision to be made in another place, and to be taken as these words 
are first being read. With over half our members having made, or committed 
themselves to making a financial contribution, there can now be no doubt that the 
building of a new hut will go ahead. Let us hope that we can widen still further the 
broad base of our membership willing and able to make a gesture of financial 
support. Like the Phoenix, from the ashes of this endeavour and commitment, shall 
come forth the new Glan Dena.

My thanks for their help in producing this Journal go to both my immediate 
predecessors for their delicate and disarming asides, and to Peter Wild for his 
invaluable help in converting most of the illustrations from colour slides. The 
contributors deserve the thanks of all of us, and those whose unsolicited efforts 
reached me during convalescence are Samaritans indeed.
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Beside the Sea
Jim Milton

Close beside the westernmost bulwark of the Scottish mainland there stands a 
tall pillar of red rock - forlorn, dejected and battered. Day after day, year after year, 
the grey waves surge in from the sea and burst in baffled rage about its knees. How 
long it has stood there repelling the Atlantic's anger no one knows, but those who 
have seen it will tell you that it is now on its last legs. That gnarled monolith is the 
scene of the following story. It is not a story with a happy ending, and the telling of 
it is long overdue.

Two sorts of creatures may be seen on the ledges of that rock. One sort has 
webbed feet and wings, while the other has booted feet and arms - but there are 
some notable similarities between the two. Both may be observed swooping 
through the air at great speed (though the former does so with more aptitude and 
alacrity than the latter). Both may have feathers for insulation, and have at times 
been accused of having small brains. Both have also been noted for habits of 
vomiting, under the respective stimuli of fear and alcohol. I refer, as you may have 
guessed, to Fulmars and rock climbers. They are the actors in this story.

In former days I proudly proclaimed myself a rock climber to all who would 
listen, and I pursued the climbers' sport with the ardour and recklessness of 
impetuous youth. Most of my climbing was with a friend called Phil. We had 
known each other for many years, and began climbing together at the local quarries 
in classic "plimsoll and washing-line" fashion. After a while we rarely climbed 
apart by choice, and together visited most of the country's major cliffs at one time or 
another. One wet July we headed for that gnarled red sentinel at its far-flung post 
on the ocean's edge.

It was a morose day. The sky was a drab slurry slouching in from the sodden 
sea. Now and then a miserable dribble stumbled slobbering and whimpering out of 
the wind. We squatted side by side in the heather on the headland and watched the 
drooling sky, the sullen sea and the tall red pillar; and all the while the skuas cruised 
round and eyed us sideways. We had come a long way. It would be a shame to go 
back, we said, having come so far. We would go down and have a look.

There is only one way up that rock, and its base is quickly reached by an earthy 
scramble. We balanced on the barnacles and the weed, peering upwards. It was 
very impressive. Conditions were far from perfect, but we needed little 
deliberation. "Having a look" quickly lost its literal meaning and acquired one 
much more serious. I glanced at Phil for confirmation, but didn't need to: we would 
try the climb.

Our sacks were quickly empty. Three hundred feet of rope sprawled around 
us, while clusters of gear chattered in bravado and twenty toes closed ranks to face 
their imminent confinement. EBs were squeezed on and harnesses tightened. For a 
while the sky had dried its eyes and perked up. We were both eager to be off, and 
there was now neither reason nor inclination to delay. It was my turn for the brave 
end of the rope, so Phil passed the gear sling and settled down on a boulder to smoke 
and watch.

The first pitch staggers up a chaotic tier of loose blocks and bottomless 
grooves, groping round little roofs and lurching from ledge to ledge. After sixty
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erratic feet it bangs its head on a broad roof - one of the rotting corbels on which the 
upper storeys trust for support - and flops onto a small perch glued like a Martin's 
nest beneath its chosen eaves. It is a stance built with midgets in mind, and I was 
not sorry to leave it when the time came. From there the way sidles leftward for 
forty feet, the roof above dwindling steadily while another sprouts and swells 
beneath your heels. At the end of that tip-toe traverse I found Phil moored to a pair 
of primeval pegs, grinning despite renewed dribbles from heaven. Neither of these 
pitches is particularly hard, but the first empties your arms, and the second drains 
your courage.

Above us rose the crucial crack/corner line, until now unseen. It is the pillar's 
one great flaw but, skulking as it does on the seaward face, it long maintained 
through invisibility the tower's impregnable appearance. We swopped a few brash 
words, but there was nowhere to stand, so I didn't hang about. Another ninety 
frightening hard-fought feet took me to the next belay - a large natural thread - and 
before long he joined me there.

From that stance the final pitch climbs straight to the summit 130 feet above. 
Leaning out on the belay, I could just glimpse a wisp of grass where rock met sky. It 
looked like a superb pitch, and it looked hard, too. The crux, the book says, is the 
first twenty feet: thin 5b bridging and laybacking round two small roofs. It doesn't 
ease up much after that, either. Phil was scrutinizing it in keen anticipation. When 
you climb with someone a lot you come to sense his moods and emotions. The 
fidgeting of his eyes and a hint of a nascent smile lurking close off-stage betrayed a 
muddle of excitement and apprehension within. I hadn't seen him like that since 
White two months before. He took the gear and guide in silence and wiped his soles.

It is always a pleasure to watch a good climber climbing well, and I was very 
happy on that stance. Phil rose slowly and smoothly. Sometimes a move repulsed 
him once or twice, but I knew that he was going to the top; and if he got there, then 
so would I. I watched his toes stroking the rock in search of purchase, his fingers 
straining against failure. I watched his leg for the first tell-tale tremors of fear: they 
never came. A runner fell in after fifteen feet, and a few moves higher arrived a 
ledge and respite. He grinned down at me and gave his characteristic 'thumbs up'. 
He was happy too. I grinned back.

The ropes crept out steadily as his dwindling figure crawled upwards, 
dropping its silver spoor. Now and then he paused to rest or to inspect the next few 
feet, but he would not now be stopped. My neck was taut and aching, and the sky 
spat at my eyes, yet still I watched him shrink towards the summit. I guess it took 
him half an hour to lead that last pitch, maybe more. As he disappeared from view 
his old familiar victory whoop bounced past. Soon I would join him on top, and in 
an hour or two we would be back down and on our way. I relaxed and eased my 
neck.

After a while the ropes began to slink away again; presumably he was taking in. 
Leaning out once more, I fancied I could see his foot drawn black against the dank 
stratus. Before I pulled back in, a solitary Fulmar slid across my vision on stiff white 
wings. At the time the image hardly registered.

While the last slack rope was kaving me I heard his voice, faint but clearly 
angry; something about a "damned bird". As the ropes came tight I leant out again 
to catch any signal he might give. His foot was gone from sight, but the bird was
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there, wheeling round. It swooped in; I heard him yell and saw a brief whirl of gear 
against the sky. I smiled, picturing the Fulmar, angry for her threatened chick, and 
Phil with flailing slings trying to ward her off.

Naturally I could see nothing of the top, and so can only speculate. Certainly 
Phil removed his helmet - that was typical. Somehow he knocked it over the edge. 
Perhaps in grabbing for it he too lost balance, or perhaps he hit it when already 
falling; I don't know. Whatever happened, the helmet came over the edge and so 
did he. I wasn't looking at the time and heard nothing. The first I knew was when 
the top runner ripped out. The next one held.

He hung fifty feet above me, limp and dripping blood. I knew he was 
unconscious, perhaps dead. I yelled to him, flouting the blatant futility of it. "Are 
you alright?" It sounded so stupid. What else can you say? I knew he wouldn't 
answer. He couldn't.

I must have stood there a long time, staring upwards, inwards and around, 
deaf, dumb and blind, while a poor voice inside me blubbered to itself and pleaded 
to God for guidance and reasons. Neither came. Scrambled passions and impulses 
staggered through my head, bludgeoning rational thought. Shared moments of our 
pasts congealed into temporary reality and dissolved in anguish. Etive in the sun. 
Pigotts in the rain. Were they only yesterday? Now I couldn't reach him. I couldn't 
help him. I didn't even know if he was dead. Oh God! What can I do? No one would 
miss us. No one would spot us. No one could help us but my miserable self. Oh 
God! Why this? Why us? Why here? Why today?

Somewhere something whispered that I should try to descend and seek help, 
and somewhere in my mind an open ear caught that whisper and passed it on. Deep 
in the back-street tenements the rumour took root and began to grow. My wailing 
heart caught wind of it and panicked, frantically scampering to stamp it out. To stay 
put might be to damn us both, but no way could I reverse those lower pitches. No 
way!

My harried mind fled from the ogres of reality and ran for sanctuary to "The 
White Spider". I joined Haston wrestling the storm; frozen Kurz inching down a 
frozen rope; Eastwood before the window - "Cut the rope above you, Jonathan" - 
"You're limping, Ben; you're limping". I was with Harlin falling and Kor nailing; 
Nally descending alone; Kurz freezing; Harlin falling; Eastwood spinning - "Cut 
the rope above you, Jonathan!"

Cut the rope! I could! Which one? Wake up, brain! Start thinking! Wake up! 
Cut red and he falls. Cut blue and you have slack rope. How much? How far would 
it reach?

Frantically I grabbed at the distant glimmer and hauled on blue. Sixty feet of 
slack came down. Then I cut the rope above me. Sixty feet of rope in my hand; one 
hundred and eighty of air below. Kurz unravelled a line with his teeth, but that was 
a hawser and he was a hero. Sixty feet was all I had. If the top runner hadn't pulled 
it might have been twenty, so don't grumble, laddie. An ab. on single rope from the 
pegs below would drop me thirty feet into the sea. Then I might swim ashore, if not 
weighed down. Could I? Three abs might take me to those pegs, if I was lucky. If 
there were anchors! Was there? I turned my face to Phil again. Our gear, bravado 
blown, still clutched the bandoleer he wore. Two small nuts and the belay sling was
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all I had. Two nuts, one sling, three crabs and a descendeur; sixty feet of rope and 
180 to go. Home and dry! (I wished I was. God, how I wished I was!).

One pair of prusik loops too, hidden in the back of my harness. One would be 
needed to tie off the red rope - no easy task with it so tight; and a crab must go to 
anchor it to the belay. Then I would be free to arrange the abseil.

I began to rig it up. The upwards tension on red would clearly strain the belay 
tight. It would then be impossible to thread a rope behind the sling, or to retrieve a 
rope so threaded. I would have to ab from another crab or prusik loop if I was to pull 
the rope down after me. I chose to leave the loop, and burnt my last boat.

Never have I fixed an abseil so carefully. Everything was double-checked and 
checked again: rope, anchor, harness, knots, loops, descendeur. Check again. 
Check again. Check again.

At last I freed myself from the belay and leant back on the rope. My jittery 
mind flinched and jibed, pushing out a hand to haul me in again. For a moment I 
grasped the sling, but something desperate overruled my instinct, and I released it. 
I eased my weight onto the rope and began to lower, watching the flimsy 5-mil. 
stretch. It had to hold. Please?

Slowly, gingerly, I slid down past moves where we had fought an hour or two 
before; down past a spitting Fulmar chick, squatting on a terrace splattered with its 
dung and vomit. Phil had laughed at it - his last laugh! Now it laughed back, a 
grotesque triumphant gargoyle's grin. The herring gulls gliding by the cliffs were 
chuckling too, and the kittiwakes with them. Hitchcock was right; theirs is the last 
laugh!

Too soon the rope end spun below me. Somewhere now another anchor must 
be found. The corner crack was wide here - too wide. Above the knot, though, a 
bedding plane split the left wall. I had glanced at it in passing before, but big nuts in 
the corner had been better than small ones there. Now it looked like my only hope. I 
reached in with a foot or two to spare and locked off. It was shallow, but no matter; 
all I had was a Chouinard 5 and a number 2 hex. I tried the hexentric first. No 
chance. It was the wedge or nothing. And 'nothing' wouldn't do.

I tried the wedge everywhere. It was size too small. Great! I turned it sideways 
and tried again. There were two places that might do. Neither was good, but 
beggars and desperados can't be choosers. I placed the nut as best I could and hung 
myself on it gently. The rope came down smoothly. I clipped it to the crab as well. 
Transferring from the nut to the descendeur was going to be bloody hard. It meant 
fiddling crabs left-handed while holding a cock-eyed bridge position with one poor 
side-pull. It wasn't easy. My leg cramped fast under the strain. It had to suffer. The 
crabs were obstinate and recalcitrant in my fumbling hands. I cursed them 
savagely. Not my lucky day, I thought, and giggled within at the fatuity.

At last the crabs relented and I clipped in. Gladly I swung onto the rope. Too 
much! Too much! Or too hard! Before my gaping eyes the nut wrenched round. A 
frozen slime seeped through me. My blood paused in its pulsing. My mind stopped. 
My throat shrivelled. My stomach writhed. The nut clung on by its fingertips, 
desperately, defiantly, hope against hope. Then it came out.

They say these things happen slowly. They don't. No images of loved ones
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appeared. Nothing flashed before my eyes but rock. One daft thought absorbed my 
mind: to hold my breath when I hit the sea. I skidded once across the rasping cliff, 
then out. Rock and sky rolled away sideways as the air rushed upwards, the tilted 
waves hard on its heels. Hold your breath, boy! You're going swimming!

The Crawfordcrake
(with apologies to Lewis Carroll and, of course, to Showell Styles)

Twas brillig and the Clifford May 
Did wade and wash him in the wave, 
All tourised were the Trotternish, 
And the beer casks outgave.

Beware the Crawfordcrake, my son, 
The krabs that bite, the ropes that catch; 
Beware the kershaw bird, and shun 
The Cioch complete failure snatch!

Munns took binoculars to stare, 
Long time the plover bird she sought; 
We heard it here we heard it there, 
We heard the damn thing everywhere!

One two, one two, and guide book through, 
The Cuillin peaks went tick-a-tack, 
And to the Ullinish Lodge Hotel 
They went galumphing back.

Hast John Brown done the Cuillins, wack? 
Come to my meet, my member boy; 
O fabjous week, mammunns, mammay, 
He chortled in his joy.

Twas Scalpay and The Sound of Sleat 
Did shine and shimmer in the sun, 
All tourised were the Trotternish, 
And the beer casks outgave.

Twash Shcalpay and The Shroud of Shleat 
Did shine and shimmer in the shun, 
All trottished were the Tourernish, 
And the outcashksh Shcotsh gave.

Sub-committee 6/1982
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Garhwal Himalaya
Rick Alien

A personal account of the Scottish Garhwal Himalaya Expedition, 1982.
"Have you seen Roy's peak? It's very impressive" said Chris. Memories of 

thick sweet tea shared with porters under a starlit Himalayan sky crowded out other 
plans. I asked for and was granted five weeks off work; dream became reality.

What did it matter that our application was refused because of a politically 
sensitive border, the alternative peak appeared equally attractive. We were given 
permission to climb Kharchakund (6612m) in the Western Garhwal region of 
India. One previous ascent. Subsequent researches identified a summit on the 
Kedernath-Thalay Sagar ridge which had no recorded ascent so we booked Kirti 
Stambh (6270m) as a training peak.

Four of us assembled in New Delhi in late September. Roy Lindsay the leader 
and Malcolm McCullough, in charge of food and transport, had been there for a 
week when Ernie McGlashan and I arrived. We had meanwhile organised medical 
supplies and specialist climbing gear and added these to the mounting pile of locally 
purchased stores.

With some naivety we had accepted the blithe assurance from one of 
Scotland's better known mountaineers that our Indian porters, cook and liaison 
officer, would be sure to be of diminutive stature and take size six boots.

Our request for a non-climbing liaison officer had resulted in the appointment 
of a middle-aged civil servant whose only previous mountaineering experience had 
been a month in Darjeeling under the tutelage of Tensing Norgay in the mid-fifties. 
Now Ved Kumar did not exactly fit our mental image; he overflowed it. This genial 
giant from the Punjab sported a barrel chest, feet as big as any of us and a 
gargantuan appetite. In the event he proved to be an invaluable asset, always at ease 
with local officials and stoic in the face of unaccustomed physical exertions.

The five of us left the headquarters of the I.M.F. in New Delhi before dawn 
one morning and headed North in a rented minibus towards Hardwar and 
Rishikesh. The three principal tributaries of the Ganges unite at Rishikesh where 
the foothills rise abruptly from the plains of Uttar Pradesh.

Our road followed the Bhagiratha branch of the great river up increasingly 
impressive gorges and forested hillsides, in places vividly countoured in lush green, 
where cultivated terraces supported an isolated village. The first and last town on 
the road is Uttarkashi where we negotiated the employment of Budhi Singh as cook 
and sirdar and he in turn recruited fifteen local lads to acts as porters. A final bus 
journey took the entire expedition to Gangotri. This cluster of tea houses and 
temples marked the transition from gruelling motor transportation to the walk up 
the pilgrim route to the snout of the glacier. From Gangotri we could see the white 
pyramid of Sudarshan Parbat, the first of the big peaks.

Two days walking brought us to the meadow of Tapovan, below the north face 
of Shivling, where we established our base camp and paid off the porters. We 
learned of the death of Richard Cox on that north face just a few days previously 
and were a little subdued.

For two days we moved loads up the Gangotri glacier, over unstable ridges of

10
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gravel and boulders, to establish an advanced camp.

Malcolm was experiencing the severe headaches characteristic of altitude 
sickness, but Ernie and I were going quite well and decided to push on up the Kirti 
Bamak glacier to attempt Kirti Stambh.

Our packs seemed cripplingly heavy and from the bivouac at 5000m the 
summit looked tantalisingly close. The hasty decision was made to leave all the bivi 
gear behind and make a bid for the summit. Dawn was cold and clear as usual and 
we made good progress up snow gullies leading between steep rock and hanging 
seracs towards a col at 5800m. Tell-tale mackerel clouds began to veil the sun as we 
confronted a short, steep ice pitch and by mid-afternoon we were enveloped in 
cloud. With our bivouac gear so far below we dared not set out across a featureless 
summit plateau in zero visibility so late in the day, nor stay where we were. After a 
dispiriting descent we finished off our food that night; lightweight alpine style 
means no second chances. Ernie continued to base camp while I reconnoitred the 
approaches to Kharchakund. One week had gone and the folly of attempting two 
peaks above different glaciers within three weeks was becoming obvious.

A new advanced base was established below Kedernath Dome while Roy and 
Malcolm made a second approach to Kirti Stambh. Malcolm's headaches worsened 
and he was forced to return to base camp.

After a brief reconnaissance of the eastern wall of Kharchakund, dominated in 
the most part by hanging seracs, and disdaining a repeat of the original Japanese 
ascent from the west, we were faced with the north ridge. It promised mixed 
climbing as far as a crenellated rocky section then a fine snow arete leading up to the 
main north tower. A traverse below this appeared to lead to the summit slopes.

The granite ridge was overlain with a blanket of unstable snow but, despite the 
treacherous terrain, Ernie and I made 500m on the first day and bivouacked on a 
rocky ledge in a gathering electric storm.

The second day was bad. We took several false lines, attempting to crampon up 
blank granite beneath the powder and stopped for the night just 200m higher with 
Ernie feeling extremely tired, sustained mixed climbing the following day led to a 
key pitch below the crest of the ridge. Discarding my sack I embarked on the wall, 
clearing off the snow to find a smear of ice for one crampon, a granite crack for the 
pick of an axe, until I was finally able to wade into the mound of snow on the ridge.

We continued up the opposite side of the crest only to be confronted by a 
succession of rock gendarmes and a deep breche. We had climbed less than half of 
the ridge in three days and the difficulties were not relenting. A tide of fatigue and 
despair swept away any remaining chances and we retreated.

Roy had spent a frustrating four days watching the mountain and was now 
keen to make a final attempt on Kirti Stambh. Since the demanding third day on 
Kharchakund I had felt drained and I trailed behind Roy and Ernie up the Kirti 
Bamak glacier.

Early the following morning as we moved up the initjal couloir a powder slide 
started and rapidly engulfed Roy who escaped, badly shaken, by rolling sideways to 
the shelter of the gully wall. The snow had deteriorated since our earlier attempt 
and both Roy and Ernie decided to retreat.

11
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I am alone; with no one against whom to measure my pace I am no longer tired; 
with no one to question my judgement I am without hesitation. That part of the 
gully which has avalanched is fairly safe, I reason, and the snow for the most part is 
not too bad. Talking to myself as usual, and to Him. My sack is too heavy; the bivi 
tent can stay here. The ice pitch is fine but the bridge across the rimaye just below 
the col is touch and go.

Must find a good bivi site. Below the snow at the col is ice. Must find a bivi. 
Build a wall and settle for this ledge but I wish I had brought the tent instead of this 
useless shovel. Long night, cold night.

The wind across the col is cutting and the snowy shoulder stretching up to the 
summit is getting steeper. One little crevasse and I am nearly there. The snow is 
better, almost neve.

Well here you are; good feeling. Which way up is the Indian flag supposed to 
go? Take a few photographs and get your hands back into those mittens. Let's get 
out of here.

Playing solitaire is heady stuff, I must descend to human voices.

/Cirri Stambh.

Photo by: Rick Alien
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Around and on Mt. Kenya
David Livesey

We bivouacked among buffalo on our first day out from Naro Moru. Graham 
showed great courage that night, getting from his sleeping bag and seeing the 
buffalo off the premises. Not that he made out it was a buffalo. "Just very large and 
herbivorous", he reported in measured tones to David Marshall and me, petrified 
on the forest floor. Krag, David's name for Alan Kragh, knew nothing of these 
goings-on. He had taken a perilous dose of sleeping tablets and was enjoying his 
first and last good night on the mountain. The beast grumbled to itself in the trees, 
but we, for want of an alternative, amazingly dozed off, surely a remarkable tribute 
to the comfort of our sleeping bags.

Astonished at being alive we continued on our way to Mount Kenya. The idea 
of tramping to the mountain was Graham's; indispensable for acclimatization, good 
for fitness. To ride to the Met. station was an invitation to altitude sickness, or 
something worse, higher up the mountain. So we suffered another day's pain under 
ouf fifty pound loads and reached the Met. station and the road end in the early 
afternoon of Christmas Eve. The ranger here insisted we slept in a hut, a leopard 
was in the area, there were buffalo (ah! yes) and the monkeys were downright 
thieves. Salesmanship no doubt, but the huts on the forest edge were comfortable 
and roomy and cheap enough.

We were up at dawn on Christmas Day going up through the last of the quiet 
forest in the level beams of the morning sun. This day was to be a long one and we all 
mentally geared ourselves for the arduous passage of the bog. For the next few 
hours each of us chose his own line, each went his own pace, each sank into his own 
mudhole. Progress was not so bad just as soon as we found out that jumps had to be 
sideways and not upwards, and we gained height across the tilt of the vast moor and 
marked our advance by the slow movement of dark rocks that humped above the 
landscape. We rested on one of these rock islands for lunch and, propped against 
our sacks, looked out at the Aberdare Mountains where they stood to the west along 
the line of the Rift Valley.

Around teatime we traversed into the upper Teleki valley and passed by the 
first giant lobelia and under the tree groundsels, quaint plants that are much of the 
charm of walking in these parts. Rain moved into the valley with us bringing a 
reminder of the Lakeland hills of home as mists veiled the valley head. The day 
collapsed into a heavy downpour and chilly wind and we collapsed into the Teleki 
hut with no corporate will to go on. Altitude was beginning to tell at four thousand 
metres and we settled miserably into a rodent-infested squalor to see out Christmas 
Day as best we could by candlelight, listening to the rain drumming and the rats 
scurrying excitedly in search of new food supplies.

Graham's son, John, and two friends had been following us up the mountain 
and caught us here and also packed into the hut. John let in the morning sun as he 
stripped for a wash in the ice-rimmed stream at the hut door. Alan, already in high 
altitude clothing, gloomily viewed this exuberance and, dabbling a finger in the 
water, passed it with a shudder over his face. It was too soon on the trip for me to 
start washing so I turned to the stove. Graham groped out of the hut, cautiously 
opened his eyes and was astounded to see, filling the valley head and seemingly very 
close, the magnificent summits of the mountain, brilliant in the early light. A few 
innocent mists floated between us and the sun, the bad weather had gone and we 
saw no more of it for the rest of our time on the mountain. All this was wonderfully
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exciting to us as we walked steadily across the upper pastures, over which whistled 
and ran the hydrax families from boulder to boulder, and climbed to the shelf which 
contained Mackinder's Camp.

We occupied one of the large tents here, glad to slide from under our sacks 
after a short day. This was our fourth and easiest day and we had reached 4200 
metres. An eighth member of our group, Uncle David to distinguish him from the 
other Davids in the party, joined us that evening. He was to climb with the young 
members of the group.

Alan and Graham had poor nights at Mackinder's and Alan fell in with my 
suggestion that a circuit of the mountain was better at this stage than continuing our 
direct upward progress. We jettisoned all our climbing gear, ill-advisedly as it 
turned out, and got under way as the others sorted out high altitude rations. We 
found no tracks between MacKinder's and Two Tarn hut, but the going was easy 
over little outcrops and across sandy ramps. Our advance was measured by the 
shrinking size of the groundsel as we picked up height. The western side of the 
mountain round Point Pigott was very lovely, the mountain changing its face all the 
time, but the sense of isolation was extreme, never more so when we took a wrong 
line to the Hausburg col and had to teeter over large boulders below Point Peter. 
This would be a nasty place to vanish into a large hole. The Kami hut was quickly 
reached from the col down a remarkable sandy slope. We were preparing dinner 
when voices surprised us and we spotted Uncle David and John's two friends 
coming down from the col. They too had decided to circuit the mountain.

The night seemed very long to me, what with the tight squeeze and the 
altitude, and I for one was glad to see a grey dawn. It was cold and dreary under the 
wintry side of the mountain and we wasted little time in getting on the way to Peak 
Lenana. A long traverse under Nelion and a purgatorial pull up endless moraine 
landed us on the north ridge.

We found here that we needed axes, which were on the other side of the 
mountain, but Uncle David's party had wisely brought theirs so we managed to cut 
our way under the summit rocks to easy slopes at the side. The passage was not 
without excitement, loose rocks narrowly missed bowling us over and down to the 
Gregory glacier. Peak Lenana was deserted which surprised us since it is the goal of 
most visitors to Mount Kenya, who climb it from the Austrian hut. The hut was 
visible immediately below us and we slid down the snow to greet John and David 
Marshall and learn that Graham had stayed below at Mackinders for another night 
to acclimatize better. There was barely time for anxiety before he hove into view 
and in a short time berthed in the hut groaning quietly to himself.

Alan and I descended to Mackinder's for our gear. In the morning Alan, who 
had hoped to feel more comfortable after a night at lower altitude, was depressed at 
feeling worse and he decided to go down even further. I picked up the climbing gear 
and returned to the Austrian hut. That evening it was agreed I would attempt 
Nelion with John, Graham would wait a day with David Marshall to clear his head. 
The others would explore the Lewis glacier.

John and I breakfasted in the dark among the debris of last night's supper. We 
had slept reasonably well but were glad to be away and we crossed the easy glacier 
rapidly on the iron-hard snow. A late moon helped us to steer for the dark mass of 
Nelion where we arrived too soon to see our way clearly up the execrable scree lying 
below the cliff. The wait was chilly but at last the sky paled behind Lenana and very
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soon was glowing with the promise of a splendid tropical day.

We took off thick clothing as we climbed into the sunshine and for the rest of 
the day enjoyed marvellous conditions on a mountain that we apparently had to 
ourselves. After an initial bout of nervous climbing when we attempted a wrong 
line, we got our bearings and followed delightfully solid rocks to the level, southern 
ridge of Nelion. This was airily traversed for two or three hundred metres until we 
could look down on Baillie's Bivouac, a precariously perched metal shelter. It was 
noon, it was 5000 metres, it was time for sardines and Christmas cake. We led 
through over the steeper upper part of the mountain on which there were no route- 
finding difficulties. Our sacks were virtually empty and our rate of progress was 
rapid in spite of pantings and gaspings. The small cross appeared about two hours 
after leaving our lunch place and we settled in for a well earned summit sojourn. 
John, like a self-satisfied Santa Claus, produced a bottle of champagne from his 
sack which he opened with a resounding report that must surely have been heard in 
the Austrian hut below. I wandered over to the northern side and looked down on 
the Kami hut where I had been three nights before. Batian, a stone's throw away 
almost, came and went as tendrils of mist drifted through the gap between the two 
summits.

We came down in eleven abseils, turn and turn about. Afternoon tea was taken 
at our lunch stop and our descent from here took a different line to our morning 
route. But for jamming a rope in Mackinder's Chimney and having to cut it free, we 
arrived without a hitch at our starting point as the mountain shadow began to race 
across the glacier. Try as we might we could not catch it and were beaten by 
nightfall as we came in sight of the hut.

A note from David Marshall told us that Graham's head was no better and 
having gone up Lenana they had descended to Mackinder's. The following day I 
caught them as they were leaving to go down further. Graham, unfortunately, was 
still unwell. Our descent was rapid, the bog had dried out considerably and at the 
Met. station a police vehicle was prepared, for a consideration, to take us down to 
Naro Moru. The two long days of our walk were annihilated in a desperately bumpy 
forty minutes and we walked into Naro Moru, covered with road dust, to hear the 
plates and cutlery being laid for New Year's Eve dinner.

How quickly the mountain discomforts were forgotten as that evening we slid 
our knees beneath a starched tablecloth and raised the soup spoons to our lips. Time 
to start eating properly again. Even the Kenyan beer tasted good that night.
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'SuperwaP - where have you been?
Roger Wallis

"It's been fifteen years you've been over there boy and hardly a word out of 
you, so 'SuperwaF where have you been?"

True, true but it's not for lack of effort, initiative nor interest in the hills, nor 
even an unwillingness to turn a written phrase. We have had two or three 'official', 
well 'sub-official' M.A.M. meets (1969, 1974,1978) in the Canadian Cordillera and 
the U.K. participants have littered the pages of the Journal, criticising my driving 
(Roberts), route selection (Jones), and ambition for others (Robinson). At other 
times, Bob Robinson has contributed long accounts of where to go and why, and 
why it is so good out there, in the big, quiet, North American west. So why do I 
need to bother to write. Every year I have my little fling and now it's somewhere 
between 100 and 200 mountains climbed. I neither have a diary nor do I keep count 
but it came as quite a surprise to me, on Eagle in the Selkirks, to read my own name 
in the summit register, I'd completely forgotten! Of these ascents about a hundred 
have been by myself.

Solo ascents do have a special place in the memory - despite the comment 
made above, but few of mine make much of a tale. They have almost always been 
accomplished with a minimum of elan. Possibly this might cause some initial 
surprise to participants on previous M.A.M. group climbs in the Cordillera but not 
to the more perceptive. These solo ventures are accomplished with care, quiet 
caution, a certain dull precision. The quite amazing quality of Canadian mountains 
is that fifteen minutes off the road there is simply nobody! So a sprain, a twisted 
ankle, a slip in a creek, a slide avalanche, a falling rock in a couloir, the first crevasse, 
the last cornice ..... It takes so little, and who knows, who cares, how long will it be 
before they come, if ever?

Canadian mountains are not a public spectacle, a money-media sportsground; 
most often they are very quiet, almost lonely. One solos these mountains, not on an 
ego trip, but gently, just passing softly across the surface, hoping not to offend the 
mountain whilst one practises one's hobby. The remarkable and sustaining 
pleasure of simply and intuitively (well after exactly 32 years of practise since one's 
initial ascent of Black and Tans at the Roaches, with mum's washing line, just as in 
'Let's Go Climbing'. Oh nostalgia! with fear in the following descending hierarchy 
of the Wallabies, the Gamekeepers/Groundsmen, cycling home downhill without 
brakes, and lastly the climb!) knowing where the 'right line' is, across the 
thundering cataract, the broken, black ice cored moraine, the talus slide, the scrub 
alder/willow, the avalanche track; which side of the ridge will go, when to stay on 
the crest and when to traverse, where snow gullies end and how, what's happening 
to the weather, when the last logging truck goes down the grade to give you a lift 
back to the everfaithful '/2 ton. It's not pride either, no matter how hard I try, I 
always make mistakes, a misjudgement here, a little roly poly there, but know 
thyself and be sustained, the breeze on one's cheek, the blue sky, the slash of axe on 
ice and the warm rough rock. When it's solo, it's your time, your speed, your day, 
your way, your line, your hill. Sure it's selfish, sure it's atavistic but it's fun and it 
doesn't make journal articles!

The young ones smile at my ancient gear, finger it to ascertain its reality and 
take photographs for their 'history of mountaineering' articles. The Alpine Club of 
Canada recently set up an 'archives' and was even willing to purchase some of the 
1950's stuff - oh woe is me, I am some fossil creature, discovered to be still existing
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after all had thought such neanderthals had long passed away and been safely put to 
rest. I care not a jot. They are so fit, train mightily, special winter gym groups, 
modify their basements to practise moves, endlessly run (even in South Africa!). 
Should I worry, I cut the grass - that is now and again - but it hasn't rained for seven 
weeks, and open the car door, at least twice a day! Where will the young be at 3.00 
am? Packed and ready? I doubt it, just more needless discussion and verbiage; do 
they know their way across the moraine in the dark? Or will it be torches every 
which way again; have they picked out a line through the crevasses on to the glacier? 
Are we going to have those ridiculous, crampons on, crampons off discussions 
every twenty minutes; do they see the line round the bergschrund; did they watch 
where the seracs fall; will they forever change clothes, films, harnesses, crampons; 
and need food, drink, and carry so much gear that their heads are always pointing 
down? Sure they will; for they are the young. They have time, so much time; but for 
me it's the six days of 365, so you can be sure that at 2.55 am the old man and his 
sack have gone, lightly into the darkness. The law of diminishing returns is 
rampant. Come on old legs, carry our mutual ambition forward, and failing knee 
cartilages bring me home for dinner!

"Superwal, where have you been?" 
"Quietly doing my thing, having fun."
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Geriatric Mountaineering - Canadian Style

I squirmed, and the vinyl creaked and groaned: it was frozen. My back jabbed 
into the gear lever and I was awake. It was cold. There must be a better way, or does 
life consist of sleeping in uncomfortable vehicles the length and breadth of the 
Canadian Cordillera? Drive the man said, so to fit in my annual one week fling in 
the mountains, by hook, crook, luck, assorted planes and choppers, and then the 
inevitable 1000 mile push in 20 hours, the flame is kept flickering. For the last three 
summers I have attended the Alpine Club of Canada's G.M.C. or General 
Mountaineering Camp for the Geriatric Mountaineers' Club. The G.M.C. is a 
travelling road show up and down the Cordillera. Over the years it has evolved from 
being a month long with up to 200 people on site(!) to the presently attenuated 
version lasting two weeks with 40 people. Though I joined the ACC on arrival in 
Canada, over 1 5 years ago, I have hardly utilized their organised programs which 
either conflicted with work commitments or my preferred modus operandi - 
climbing by myself or with a few friends. However, when the "old lags" waved 
farewell from Calgary airport in August 1978 (see three articles in 1979-80 
M. A.M.J.) on the one hand it had been so much fun to have been back in the hills 
for more than a stolen day at a time, and, on the other hand, it seemed unlikely that 
the M.A.M. three-four years Canadian cycles was really going to continue (see 
M.A.M.J. 1973-74, 1975-76), so it was time to look for a new methodology.

Thus in 1979 I signed on for the ACC/GMC at Glacier Lake, just west of 
Saskatchewan crossing on the Banff-Jasper Highway. However, 24 hours prior to 
arrival, a Warden picked my bloody head off a path in a Manning Park at 6.00 am. 
After the 100 mile ambulance drive to Hope Hospital, I was allowed to check out in 
mid-afternoon, but the combination of a 500-mile drive and the 7000 foot climb 
from camp to the top of Mt. Forbes looked tough. So instead of climbing I returned 
to drilling in northern Saskatchewan, for 1979 was the year of he who seeketh shall 
find.

In 1980 the ACC offered Clemenceau, 12004 feet, fourth highest peak in the 
Rockies. Helicopter in, everything provided, so damn it, let's go!

So once again I was sleeping on a truck bench seat, sure it's cramped but who 
needs all that space outside when you share it with the nosy nostrils of your friendly 
black bear! 4.00 am, dawn, the mist rises off Mica Creek, drive on to the dam site, 
'phone home and join the waiting horde for the chopper trip in. Shy revulsion at the 
sight of 40 mountaineers, amazement at both where they parked their lovely 
Volvo's relative to stone chips from the whirly biard and at their pent up excitement 
for a chopper trip, (me having come from 20 days of 20 liftoffs per day in the 
Yukon). Up and over the flooded Columbia, once mighty river, now dead heads, 
snarled tree jams and 20 feet of grey dead fall for a hundred plus miles. 
Environmental damage, who us, the mining industry? Spare a thought for the 
hydroboys, the dam builders; for them whole valleys vanish. Behind, in the 
Selkirks, the Adamants come into view, then ahead the amazing leap of Cummins 
Falls and touch down. Cummins ridge is dotted over with 30 tents of all colours and 
sizes. Tents for married couples, single women, single men, drying tents, tea tents, 
office tents, meal tents; and toilet facilities for all sexes, marital states, hierarchical 
levels, those who pay, those who work. Climbing lists; choices of alternative 
mountain, alternative professional guide, to lead or be led (pulled), to be awakened
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at 3.00, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00 am, or lie in bed till 9.00 am to help yourself!

Decisions, decisions. Of the 60 people present I know not a soul except one of 
the "Amateur Leaders", the second ranking elite group beneath the professional 
guides, and Ron Matthews, the ACC Manager. We had met unloading a chopper 
years before on a meadow under Mt. Rogers and worked like hell for hours moving 
gear. Next morning I am directed to three little 9000 feet plus peaks, which have 
never been climbed! (Oh Canada, true land and free, oh how we smile for thee). It 
goes to show you, there's no gain in knowing people in high places! We are a polygot 
lot: a fifty-year old Alberta rancher, "I always wondered what was over there, I 
looked at 'em hills for 40 years before visiting them"; one fortyish lady from East 
Germany, 2 years in Canada, "You people know not how lucky you are" (don't bet 
on it lady, we know how lucky we are, that's why we are so quiet about it!); another 
lady, thirtyish, recently divorced and using the mountains as something to even the 
score with, plus three others, super, seven on a sort of grande cordage.

The south face of the East Peak of Vowell (10,050') from Tamarack. 
Archduke (8,750') is in the right foreground.

Photo by: Roger Wallis
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Our bumps are next to Mt. Rhodes, so we called them Zim-Bab-We. These 
would not only be the first ascents but the only ascents that year, so every route 
variant was both new and final. On this same first day of camp the bent figure of the 
incredible Bob Hind (76 years old) departed early to make the first ascent of the 
north ridge of Mt. Shipton. A route he had noted as a good line when on the first 
ascent of Mt. Chettan in 1936! Forty-four years later the ridge was still available for 
a first ascent! Yes, these are the Rockies, it's just not like the Alps, here it's all yours. 
If you fall off the hill, or in a crevasse, maybe sometime in the next five years 
someone may turn up. Though I would not count on it.

The week continued - the Tusk, "son of Irvine", Mt. Morrison, Mt. Shipton 
and a lovely set of photographs, and nowadays there is a hut on Cummins Ridge for 
your complete comfort and the entire scenario is laid out before you. There are no 
complex map reading problems at Clemenceau. Wide glaciers form throughfares 
and lead explicitly to large snow and ice mountains. The area is high, with a dozen 
or so summits over 10,000 feet, and receives a large blast of Pacific air, so it is well 
glaciated and much snow covered, in fact one wonders just how much it does rain 
and snow here?

In the past the only access was a four day epic walk-in, with all your gear and 
food, from the prototype Banff-Jasper Highway but now it's just a few minutes 
chopper flight, up, across and down to the brand new (1981) Panabode.

The Hawser Spires from the N. (telephoto from Vowell campsite).

Photo by: Roger Wallis
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The Bugaboos from the N. (Brenta); from the left are Snowpatch (10,050'), Pigeon (10,250')
and Bugaboo Spire (10,450'). On Bugaboo Spire the E. face is in the sun,

with the Kain Route the profile on its left.

Photo by: Roger Wallis

Clemenceau is a splendid peak, vast, a great wedge of snow-northside and 
rock-southside, with great buttresses supporting a two mile long summit ridge, all 
over 11,000 feet, and corniced throughout. The Tusk, a bastion of rock, faced 
Clemenceau across a narrow glacial gap, rising 5000 feet on all three triangular 
faces. Behind lies the monster mountain, Shackleton, a grey icy sail, floating above 
its ice falls. The first, and only (?), complete traverse was not completed until 1972. 
Beyond there are more fine peaks - Duplicate, Tordu, Rhodes, Stanley, 
Livingstone; and further still, Tsar presents an isolated challenge, only four ascents 
(?) ever! Nearer the hut are Shipton, Chettan and Irvine. This is real 
mountaineering country, with none of the false civilisation of Lakes Louise or 
O'Hara, and no half-day tinsel towers for the rock gymnasts, so abundant in the 
Adamants and the Bugaboos.

Another year - no climbing whatsoever, except to take the eldest son up his 
introductory rock climb, up greasy granite, in the rain, no fun; and then the same 
old deal, Winnipeg to Golden non-stop 1183 miles and then sleep in the truck. I 
changed weeks at the last moment and on day 7 of week one the rain stopped, and on 
the way up, I meet last year's mob on the way down - chatting, repartee, and then 
suddenly from rain to perfect sunshine and dry rock. What a super place - granite, 
snow and ice, great peaks and routes, picturesque wooden hut, warm lakes to lie in, 
superb little paths painstakingly made to each glacier take off point, wonderful
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views in all directions, easy climbs close at hand, the really big climbs, 1000-4000 
foot granite faces, hidden from sight for the real mountaineers. Fairy Meadows -the 
name of the hut says it all.

The Adamants are a timewarp of the Bernina/Bregalia of late 1950s/early 
1960s, or in modern parlance 'user friendly'! Granite Glacier leads invitingly to 
pleasantly serious mixed routes on Sickle-Adamant-Turret-Austerity-Ironman 
and all the possible combinations of traverses that can be arranged between them. 
North of Granite Glacier are fun day trips to the Horn, Colossal, Enterprise and the 
Nobility Group; and south of the hut are the 'up late - home early' rock pinnacles of 
Gog, Magog, Damon, Pythias, Houdini, Quadrant, Spire and Outpost. Friendship 
Pass leads to longer days on Sentinel, Pioneer, East Peak and Gargoyle, and the 
numerous precipitous spires surrounding Gothics Glacier. Majestic Sir Sandford 
is a three day epic but you stay in the Great Cairn hut, that's exactly what it is, a big 
hollow cairn, at the foot of the 5500 foot face.

A week of wonderful weather, every day a peak or two, wonderful food, can't 
afford to miss dinner, we run down the paths to soup, salads, huge roasts, 
multidesserts, coffee, tea, cold drinks. What a life, all this for $3607week or 
$30/day, all our gear flown in and out by chopper, all we have to do is walk in and 
climb - no wonder Don Bradburn stays for a second week, mind you Air Canada 
kept all his gear for his first week! Geriatrics at the leading edge!

Another year, recession, the trucks are gone; now it's a compact hatchback, 
this must be the most painful 'sleep' of all, curled up, round and down a Chevette, 
thankgoodness I am only 5'10". Gmozer's Chalet, below the Bugaboos, is a luxury 
lodge built to cater for winter powder snow skiing. The mob are inside to eat and 
booze but I want to go in the dawn. By 5.00 am the inside of the car is layered with 
hoar frost, but after a 2000 feet rise up steep zigzags, through thick dew, I can relax 
on the ridge crest and there, in full sunshine, are Snowpatch, Bugaboo, Howser, 
Pigeon - what a fabulous sight. The runners come past, everyone's into fitness and 
marathons, and also apparently into missing the best line, defined as quick, easy, 
elegant or "Kirkus"; the fit seem to enjoy the obscure, hard or tiring, the 
"Edwards" approach. The joy of mountaineering is the opportunity to once again 
utilise a learned multi-discipline set of skills. How to do something that is complex 
and potentially dangerous, easily, safely, inside your defined limits, so it's fun. 
Intuitively to see the line, to know the way down off a mountain you've never been 
on, which leads to a glacier you've never seen. Frankly, who needs rockfalls, 
avalanches, walkabouts in crevasses, unforeseen bivouacs, i.e. let's know where we 
are going, get up early and get on with it - and be home for dinner! After all at a 
G.M.C. we've paid for it, so let's be home and eat it!

We camp beside the Vowell Glacier set below the north face of Bugaboo and 
the main east face of the Howsers. In good weather it's a wonderful site, with huge 
rocks scattered round to scramble on, little rivulets of warm water to lie in at the end 
of the day or, alternatively, over the hill across the glacier warm pools to luxuriate 
in. Together with the K.K.K., little Vowells and little Bugaboos are climbed. The 
K.K.K., Kamloops Kamikaze Kids, are three geriatric medics with literally 
hundreds of awful medical jokes that, in comparison with the failings of the human 
anatomy through the eyes of those who make money from it, raise climbing to the 
sublime.
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The E. flank of the Adamants from Granite Glacier; from the left Adamant (11 040') 

Turret (10, 750'), Austerity (10,980') and Ironman. '

Photo by: Roger Wallis

The Adamants from Colossal (left to right Pioneer, Stickle, Adamant, Austerity andlronman) 

Upper Granite Glacier in foreground.

Photo by: Roger Wallis
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The previous two years I didn't get up Clemenceau or big Adamant but now I 

know the intricacies of the numbers game - 40 people in camp, 6 or so a day on the 

big peak, yet only 5 real climbing days, so 5 x 6, only 30, will make the big climb. 

Meanwhile if you are half competent you get conned into teaching the young or 

shepherding the old, so it's no good being a 'nice guy', no one's going to put your 

name up for the big peak. It will be 'top people' on day 1, so put up your name for 

the tirst choice mountain on day 2 knowing it will get scrubbed, but then argue for it 
on day 3 and go - Bugaboo Spire.

The morning is cold and clear, go quickly, up the Vowell Glacier, 2 hours hard 

going, but, hordes from the Bugaboo hut are already at the Snowpatch/Bugaboo 

col and moving on up. There are 43 people on the Kain route today! The sun is 

warm, rock wonderfully rough, views everywhere, we proceed at a somnambulent 

pace, people from all over the US, Australians, a New Zealander, Belgians 

Germans, French and a Spaniard, professionals, guides, amateurs. My, is this what 

the Alps are like? It's fun, it's a farce, certainly not climbing. We climb under 

people, over people, through people, ropes everywhere. The Grande Gendarme, 

what a super piece of rock, perched out on the edge, rough beyond belief, wonderful 

exposure, good for Conrad Kain. We use Friends, he used competence!

The rest of the week we work out our own lines, snow and ice on the east face of 

Tamarack, and the N-S traverse of Brenta/Northpost. Then it's time to go our 

week is over and it's raining, all through the next two weeks, wet lichen, wet rock 

wet tents, you don't have to be good - if you are lucky!

Northwest ridge oj Ml. Shackleton (10,800') from the summit of Tusk.

Photo by: Roger Wallis
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On the walk out a marathoner aks, "How do you train for this?" The answer, 
"I do nothing - just nothing - one family climb a year, and then once I have paid my 
money/allocated my time - that's all the training I need. At my level you don't need 
fitness, just desire! Anyone can walk 13 hours a day. Going out in the morning the 
peak is in front; coming back, just think of dinner at 6.00 pm, and then at 3.00 am 
the next morning, what the hell, you've paid the money so let's get up and go." It's 
really quite fun being a geriatric.

Vowell's and Bugaboo's

2 miles
approx.

R.H.W.
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North face of Pic Tordu (10,660') from the summit of Inline.

Photo by: Roger Wallis

West face ofClemenceau (12,000'), Southwest ridge on right.

Photo by: Roger Wallis
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A Saturday Night Out
lan Tomlinson

Late as usual with frustration building driving through Calgary's seemingly 
endless Friday evening traffic. I am supposed to have met Eric over an hour ago. 
Still I reasoned we would now have less hassle with traffic on the drive up towards 
Jasper simply because everyone who was going would have left by now. With luck, 
by the time we got going the RCMP would have collected their quota of speeding 
tickets allowing us to get down to some serious motoring.

And so began a memorable weekend, the old Chevy purring away up the 
Icefield Highway, racing the fading light of a perfectly still and cloudless evening. 
Our sights were set on a mountain we had only seen in photographs. Maybe that 
was just as well. The route looked impressive enough even then.

We arrived at the Lake Edith Cavell car park around midnight and munched 
on culinary delights consisting mainly of stale pizza washed down with half a bottle 
of bitter lemon. Different at least. Occasionally we would peer out trying to discern 
some detail in the four thousand foot wall of rock and ice that loomed up into the 
gloom above us. For this is what we had come to climb, the North Face of Mt. Edith 
Cavell. (There is a photograph of the face, by Bob Robinson, in the 1975-76 issue of 
the Journal. See also map p. 18 in this isssue.)

Since neither of us had set eyes on the mountain before, we decided to abandon 
the traditional 'Alpine start' in favour of a few hours sleep. This was hardly a 
conscious decision but it did have the advantage that we could at least eye up the 
route during the short approach to the base of the wall at first light. We were taking 
Chouinard's advice almost too literally! For he has been quoted as saying "It is not 
good to look at such a wall for too long". As dawn slowly began to creep across the 
face, we began to see his point. "Hey Eric, we could always do the East Ridge". 
Mmm. The time had come to "s t or get off the pot" as a Californian friend of 
mine used to say. Probably still does.

It wasn't the dawn that woke us but the clanking of climbing gear. Another 
party. Reluctantly we surfaced from our comfy sleeping quarters (the car) with 
unvoiced doubts that these folk may be attempting 'our' route adding some urgency 
to activity. Although at that time in the morning it seemed virtually imposible to be 
urgent about anything - except maybe, taking a leak.

Breakfast consisted of a few mouthfuls of flat bitter lemon drink left over from 
the night before. At least now it was cold. Despite being hungry, we managed to 
pass on the remaining slice of pizza, so you can imagine how that looked by now. 
Then a rather haphazard sorting of loads. At least it seemed haphazard to me as I 
ended up carrying all the hardware.

We finally set off across the moraines and scree towards the base of the wall, 
heading just left of the narrow icefall cascading down from the Angel Glacier a 
thousand feet above. What with looking up at the face and trying to trace a route, 
one tended not to pay too much attention to where one was stepping - resulting in a 
slightly drunken approach. Having decided to '4th Class'* the initial part of the 
face, thoughts of "what on earth have I got in this sack" took precedence against 
any doubts about the route itself.

Any misgivings about our place on the mountain soon vanished once we 
started climbing. A long step across the narrow bergschrund onto the initial rocks

* Climbing unroped
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N. face of Edith Cavell below 
the summit ice field.
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and our upward journey had begun. A journey that was to last many hours. As we 
climbed steadily upward, the screes seemed to drop away behind us while at the 
same time we were only too well aware of the ice cliffs and seracs of the Angel 
Glacier perched high above us, silent in their threat. Hopefully they would remain 
that way, for we would not be out of their danger zone until we were treading on the 
wing of the Angel herself.

Climbing unroped we soon warmed up, making good progress as the morning 
dawned clear and still, with the early morning sunshine lighting up the face. From 
time to time little streams and waterfalls running down the rock provided very 
welcome refreshment. A perfect day with the mountain to ourselves. One could 
almost imagine being the first ones to pass this way. "We journeyed over old trails 
that were new to us ... who shall distinguish?"* On such a day one couldn't help 
feeling privileged to be in such a place.

After two hours of continuous climbing and we stopped for a rest at a relatively 
protected spot just below the ice cliffs of the Angel Glacier. We munched some 
chocolate and sweets as we stared upward and contemplated possibilities of further 
progress. As Eric dryly put it, "We seem to have come to an obstacle".

Although it seemed perfectly feasible to climb the seventy feet or so of nearly 
vertical ice more or less directly above us, we would probably still have crevasses to 
contend with once established on the glacier. Quite apart from the fact that seventy 
feet of vertical ice perched over the bring of a thousand foot drop didn't seem to 
offer the most stable route, although it would have been the most sporting. So 
despite everything, common sense prevailed and a short detour left found us 
cramponing up a steep ice slope, skirting the 'obstacle' on our right.

We continued straight upward at first, then a short traverse back right put us 
high on the wing of the glacier. From here we could look down and congratulate 
ourselves on our choice of route across the glacier. We could also see the line our 
route ahead would have to take. Or could we? A huge steep rock buttress towered 
above, the rocks becoming steeper and more forbidding the higher we looked. 
Apart from the little matter of eight hundred feet of steep rock above, which 
promised to be entertaining to say the least, there was a slightly more pressing 
problem nearer at hand. This took the form of a rather nasty looking bergshrund 
running along the base of the rock band as far as the eye could see. How were we to 
make contact with the rocks above, let alone climb them? I recalled the guidebook 
saying, "May be difficult to gain rock". Full of helpful hints these guidebooks you 
know. Anyway, to make a short story long, a snow bridge of sorts (the thin sort) 
eventually allowed us access to the upper face. Although sinking up to my knees on 
my first step across the bridge didn't exactly do wonders for my heartbeat or my 
nerves, it did set my brain working for a brief moment. Brain to lan, "Maybe if you 
take your crampons off here you'll be able to tackle the rock better, if or when you 
reach it". Well now why didn't I think of that? Besides it would make my feet 
lighter.

I made it to the rock OK and brought Eric across. We then proceeded uproped 
once again on a rising traverse right on easy mixed ground, heading for a snowpatch 
a hundred feet or so higher, which seemed to mark the start of the difficult rock. It 
did. Whilst we were climbing, small chunks of ice were breaking off and clattering 
down the face from the steep buttress above as the morning sun had its effect. We 
stopped to fill our water bottles for the last time. Moving up on the rocks just below

*fromJ.M. Thorington, "The Glittering Mountains of Canada"
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the snowpatch I picked up a perfectly good piton which had apparently been 
dropped by a previous party. Obviously a Very Lost Arrow.

Our route from the snowpatch seemed to follow a series of rather indistinct, 
broken looking grooves. I led off, immediately glad we had just roped up. Straight 
away the climbing was interesting and steep. Interesting because a large percentage 
of what purported to be holds, were in fact far too loose to be used as such. The 
mountain was playing games with us, limiting the number of holds we could use. 
Still, in the immortal words of Chris Perry, "I'd rather have loose holds than no 
holds at all". A few exciting wide bridging moves and easier ground above made for 
more rapid progress. I brought Eric up and he led past me and up the continuation 
of the groove, then right to the crest of the buttress and away out of sight. A while of 
inactivity, the rope unmoving in my hands. Wonder what Eric's up to? I was 
beginning to cool down rapidly after my exertions lower down, as the sun didn't 
appear to favour this gloomy part of the face. Nice view though.

I could even make out the tiny brown speck which was the old Chevy, parked 
in a somewhat larger brown patch at the edge of the forest way below. One or two 
other cars had arrived since we left that morning. Tourists. Wonder if they'll spot 
us? Their existence seemed worlds away as I perched on my tiny ledge. The 
movement of the rope again disturbed my thoughts.

Eric is belayed at last and presently I follow up the groove, right to the crest of 
the buttress. Up a little more. Nice. Stop! Mmm..., "Where now Eric?" His reply 
confirmed my worst suspicions. So up I go. Tricky, awkward little bridging moves 
up a shallow corner to a roof. I begin to see why my partner had not exactly speed up 
this little bit. Then a long reach up left, a foot gingerly out on the left wall, step up 
and a good hold to pull left round the overhang and up a short steep wall to my 
grinning partner. Excellent climbing on good solid quartzite, in a spectacular 
position. Despite the difficulty, one couldn't help but enjoy it. And so it went, 
short, steep little walls, linked by broken grooves and corners.

Shortly, a smooth corner, highly reminiscent of a gritstone jamming problem, 
had me scuttling back left to join a huge broken corner which looked much more 
sensible. Unfortunately, to get there I had to climb halfway up the aforementioned 
gritstone boulder problem. As I brought Eric up, this little section managed to stop 
him for a short while and so I was now even for his chortling at my grunting efforts 
getting round the overhang below.

My partner in climb carried on up the corner at quite a rapid pace, carefully 
dislodging one or two sizeable chunks of rock on to my helmet. It looked too new 
anyway. I followed his lead, wondering how he had managed to climb such a loose 
pitch so quickly. I came to the conclusion that he must have run up it, catching all 
the loose holds by surprise before they could even think of parting company with 
the rest of the mountain.

The corner ended abruptly and we were on easier angled ground, of the type 
euphemistically termed 'mixed'. However, for all its easier angle, it was no easier. 
The next few rope lengths provided delicated mixed climbing on loose, shattered 
rock liberally interspersed with a few inches of soft snow overlying a thin layer of 
hard ice. Shame there wasn't a bit more ice to hold the rocks together. Belays were 
not used to rest one's aching arms or legs but to soothe the nerves. Mind you, that's 
not to say that my calf muscles weren't aching.
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The rocks petered out and a short icefield soon had me retracing my steps to a 
convenient ledge to put my crampons on. They were to remain on for the rest of the 
climb. My partner led through and up a corner in the rock band above, crampons 
scraping. I followed, moving out on the right wall to avoid a rotten section in the 
corner. Then up to Eric who was perched on a small patch of ice, pondering where 
we should direct our energies next. I moved across right just below him and at his 
suggestion, peered round the corner. "Whaa ..... we're not going round there 
unless you have a hang glider tucked away somewhere".

"That would be nice", says Eric. Sure. I may have been tired, but I wasn't that 
tired; tired of living that is. Our choice was made for us, so I continued left slightly 
and up a couple of short steep walls and then back onto mixed ground once again. 
Eric came up and shuffled a couple of hundred feet or so left, just below me, to gain 
a snow-ice rib that would eventually bring us to the summit icefield, a couple of 
rope lengths later.

By this time it was getting rather touch and go as to whether or not we would be 
able to make the top that day. From the end of our traverse we could see the 
summit, and the infamous loose shale band just below, looking deceptively close at 
hand. It seemed that if we were to continue we would be benighted in the throes of 
tackling the shale pitch. From all accounts that didn't seem like a good idea and so 
for the second time on the climb common sense and of course, darkness, prevailed.

We cleared a bivi ledge about a hundred feet below the start of the summit 
icefield and leisurely settled down for the night. As darkness fell we munched on 
some chocolate and regretted the fact we didn't have any brewing gear with us. The 
night sky was largely clear and the town of Jasper could be seen, its lights glittering 
in the distance. We were treated to quite a display of sheet lightning from isolated 
cloud banks around Mt. Robson and the ranges to the north. One or two flashes 
occurred overhead, but our initial concern soon subsided with the realisation that 
the discharges were considerably higher than we were. There was nothing we could 
do about it anyway, but it provided another good reason not to be too near the 
summit. The night was passed trying to do the impossible; trying to keep warm and 
get some sleep. Neither of us were particularly successful in either respect and we 
greated the dawn by munching some dried fruit, canned tuna and yet more 
chocolate. Needless to say Eric had forgotten the cornflakes.

Despite the lightning of the previous evening, the morning dawned clear and 
bright. We lingered on our ledge in a vain attempt to will our bodies back into some 
semblance of warmth. Once we started climbing, however, we warmed up rapidly 
and were soon climbing in bright sunshine. The summit icefield was deceptively 
foreshortened and required half a dozen full run outs, crampons biting through a 
crust of soft powder to very hard granular ice below. Belays here consisted of ice 
screws of the drive in-hack out variety. As it turned out, Eric got the dubious 
pleasure of leading the final pitch through the shale band. Horrendously loose shale 
partially covered by unconsolidated powder snow made for a particularly ludicrous 
piece of climbing. I was well relieved to pull on to the narrow summit ridge.

Thirty feet to our right was the wooden summit cross, with a clear view for 
miles around. And we sat on the summit wishing we had some Kendal mint cake to 
nibble. Mind you, I don't suppose Eric did - he doesn't even like Kendal mint 
Cake. Fine climber he turned out to be. A few summit photos and the rest was all 
downhill.
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100 Best Abseils In Verdon
Chris Kelsey

It was with mild alarm that I noticed the obvious tree-covered terrace to my 
left. Not only was it two horizontal rope-lengths away, but my feet had just parted 
company from the rock as our fifth consecutive abseil from the top became free. A 
pause for thought seemed advisable in the circumstances.

It was quite clear that I had completely missed the Terrace Mediane from 
which our route began, and it was equally clear that I was still 600 feet from the deck 
on a cliff neither of us had seen before. Since Dosser would probably have viewed 
the situation with an undesirable air of coolness from his liberal array of belays, I 
made a unanimous decision that this particular abseil should be curtailed and that 
my visions of the end of the abseil rope, dangling fifteen feet out from a black, 
impending wall should be left unproven. I climbed back up to the stance.

The obvious course of action at the time, which was later inevitably found to be 
wrong, seemed to be to climb back up the horizontal break where we knew we had 
been on the described guidebook descent. But two pitches and a long traverse left to 
where the break petered out revealed no further potential for a descent to the 
terrace, and continued upward retreat was also restricted to to some extent by the 6a 
route which followed the line of our first three abseils. A decision to revert once 
more to downward exploration was reached without excessive deliberation, if only 
with the somewhat reduced ambition of finding a way to the foot of the cliff before 
nightfall.

Things were not to be so easy, however, for if we had not had the good fortune 
to find ourselves on a subsidiary terrace within reach of the Terrace Mediane three 
abseils later, we would have been deprived of the real epic.

I have never doubted that Livesey climbs at a fairly respectable standard, but 
the V+ jamming pitch connecting the two terraces really didn't feel like the 
unbroken horizontal footpath marked in his guidebook. And he didn't mention the 
in-situ snake wrapped around the belay tree either. Nevertheless, we finally 
reached the foot of our intended route eight abseils, three climbing pitches and 
many hours after leaving the belvedere. (For those interested, this is the 
recommended alternative approach if any problems are anticipated on the Luna 
Bong abseil).

A further decision was now required. Retreat to the foot of the gorge would be 
by six more unknown abseils, followed by a half mile walk through dripping tunnels 
to the road, followed by a ten mile uphill trek back to the car if no lift were 
forthcoming. Alternatively, the car lay in the belvedere just seven pitches above and 
the bar was ten minutes drive from there. Needless to say, neither of us carried a 
watch.

Four pitches later it became apparent that darkness was again going to occur 
with its tedious regularity and, moreover, was rapidly becoming imminent. An 
abseil back down to the terrace would undoubtedly have been the sane course of 
action, but by some lunatic reasoning (the snake-infested jungle was of no 
significance), we convinced ourselves that a bivi would enable us to continue the 
route at first light. Besides, we were well equipped with T shirts and shorts, not to 
mention the ample 1ft by 2ft stance.
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Some hours later I had come to the first conclusion that sleeping standing up is 
quite impossible except for the few fractions of a second before the knees buckle. 
The alternative of hanging by one's harness was not much more relaxing, but at 
least Dosser was performing his job as a windbreak fairly competently.

After the inevitable countdowns to dawn, with the usual repeated optimistic 
visions of the skies lightening, morning arrived. And I was told it never rained in 
Verdon! Climbing on wet limestone and longevity never struck me as particularly 
compatible objectives and the cool hours of darkness had in any case sapped our 
remaining enthusiasm. Consolation for failure therefore had to be drawn from the 
knowledge that we were certainly the first party to arrive on the Terrace Mediane 
that morning.

Six abseils later, and only twenty four hours after leaving the cliff top, we had 
achieved the impressive feat of reaching the foot of the gorge. Even the statutory 
jammed ropes had eventually been freed without me having to send Dosser 
prussiking back up the single end. The wet tunnels became a temporary dry haven 
from the downpour and a taxi was requisitioned from Point Sublime in the hope 
that one of us had left enough money in the car to pay for the fare on arrival. While 
the monsoon continued unabated in a fashion that would have done justice to 
Llanberis, we retired to the tent to allow our egos (and the interior of Dosser's 
Midget, which we'd left open to the sunshine) to dry out.

In forty eight hours we were back on the Terrace Mediane with renewed 
confidence and ambitions after an admittedly mind-blowing, but otherwise 
straightforward abseil down Luna Bong. However, it was too much to hope that 
this state of normality should continue for any length of time, and I had not even 
embarked on the first pitch of our route when one of the climbers in front deposited 
himself back on the first stance amid a shower of rocks, with a right foot which 
dangled at a most unpromising angle.

Six abseils later .....
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Ulysses Factor
Bill Thurston

Where the idea of a Lundy meet came from, I don't remember. The appeal 
was perhaps the relative ease of access and the sheer novelty of climbing on a small 
island. It got off to a shaky start as I walked in the front door - "they have just 
'phoned, no flights or sailing tomorrow, 'phone them tomorrow evening for the 
latest position".

Gales were forecast for two to three days but by Saturday night most of us had 
assembled at Chepstow for a few consolatory routes in the Wintours Leap quarry. 
Next morning saw us motoring down the M5 to Hartland Point, in driving winds 
and rain, as flying might be possible in a weather window during the afternoon.

Lundy is a small island about three miles long by one wide, oriented north south 
and about ten miles off the Devon Coast. It has had a varied and interesting history 
with traces of habitation back to 7000BC. More recently the island was settled by 
the Normans, by the Templars, and by pirates in the sixteenth century. In 1969 the 
island was bought by the National Trust and subsequently leased to the Landmark 
Trust.

There are two means of getting to the island; by boat from Ilfracombe or by 
helicopter from Hartland and having elected for the latter we gathered for transit. 
Visibility from the flight field was poor, in fact about a mile, and the wind was 
strong. Luggage weight is officially limited to 251b but the fine print on the back of 
the ticket allowed for hand luggage of infinite weight, which most of us translated as 
'unlimited'.

Phil had decided to carry all of his ironmongery on a bandolier under his 
anorak. It must have been the ditching instructions, but he could be glimpsed 
behind a hedge deftly practicing cutting himself free with a penknife. "If the engine 
fails" she said, "we simply land on the sea and inflate the pontoon air bags. There 
will be no problems".

We took off. There is something impressive about helicopters. For the first 
two or three feet they feel entirely safe before they dip to gain forward air speed and 
accelerate away, engines roaring and with jarring vibration.

The island appeared out of the mists as a flat topped, surf encrusted plateau. 
With steep cliffs all round the island and no natural harbour, boat landings are 
made either on a mobile jetty pushed into the sea or by disembarking from a 
relatively large vessel into a much smaller one. Accommodation is rented from the 
Landmark Trust - most climbers settle for either 'The Barn' or 'East and West' 
both of which house ten or eleven in bunkhouse conditions. We chose the rather 
spartan 'East and West', two low buildings under the old lighthouse in the centre of 
the island at the south end.

Climbing on the island dates from 1903 but not until the early 60's were many 
routes of any consequence ascended. Virtually all the climbing is on the sea cliffs on 
the west side of the island and there are now over 500 routes predominantly in the 
middle and upper grades. There is a guide book edited by Moulton, the latest 
edition published in 1980, and details of the most recent routes can be found in a log 
book in the island's only pub.
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Tuesday found four of us idling down the gentle grass slopes towards the 
Devil's Limekilne. One may have wondered after panting up to Alpine huts 
whether climbing at sea level would have the opposite effect of high altitude - 
greater determination, clear head, solid stomach! Certainly climbing on sea cliffs 
generally entails easy initial approaches.

The Limekilne is a typical 'blow hole', some two hundred feet across and three 
hundred feet deep. The outlet to the sea is a narrow passage which runs into a zawn 
behind Great Shutter Rock, a pyramid of rock thrust out to sea with two deep 
zawns encroaching in on the narrow ridge linking it to the island. Literary buffs 
may know that the Rock was chosen by Kingsley for the wreck of the Spanish 
galleon in 'Westward Ho!'.

We were aiming for one of the classic routes on the island - Ulysses Factor a 
350 foot VS on Focal Buttress. Not endowed with precise knowledge of the descent 
line we lurked on the top of the cliff above steeply sloping grass and scree. I hung 
back until the motivation to 'get-it-all-over' finally exceeded the 'fear-of-falling' 
factory and I set off first down the slope. This is often a good tactic as one can stop, 
with some justification, at the first sign of difficulty - a slight steepening of the 
slope, a muddy foothold, an embedded rock that might, just might, come away. 
Sure enough, Neil padded deftly past me down the apology for a track. Later 
during the week he was to amaze us by soloing down a steep descent arete with a 
spectactularly large sea running below.

We traversed down on loose scree to the col on the ridge running out to Shutter 
Rock. Crossing the ridge we had our first view of Focal Buttress, described as the 
most impressive cliff on the island. We were impressed - deeply impressed! Two 
climbers were already grappling with the second pitch of our chosen route and it 
looked much harder than the guidebook grade. We watched as one struggled over a 
smooth, black, overhanging section, calves trembling, going flat out.

Descending to the bottom of the cliff, the wall, while steep, appeared to have 
many holds. However, the first pitch looked very similar to that start of Mur y 
Niwl, for , while short, it was wet, steep and unprotected with unpleasant, angular 
boulders to land on. Phil, a leader who excels in such situations, was prevailed upon 
to lead while Neil and I made suitable excuses. Phil did seem singularly 
unimpressed by our assurances that if, by any mischance, he should fall, we would 
catch him. Tim even pointed out that we would have plenty of time to because as 
there wasn't any protection we would not even need to hold the rope.

After one or two false starts on the wet chalk stained wall, Phil decided to force 
a 'direct' to the first belay. He quickly reached the point where the only safe 
solution was to keep going and finally swung on to the belay ledge. With natural 
modesty, but no tact, we didn't think it was too bad when our turns came.

Having backed off the first pitch, I had already offered to lead the long second 
pitch. The pull off the belay was probably the most energetic move on the pitch, 
very much a case of pumping biceps and pedalling the feet to maintain upward 
motion. From there the route swung left on a steep but magnificently juggy wall, 
then right to the black overhang, scene of our predecessors' difficulties. I spent an 
age arranging protection, thinking more of the problems of the previous pair than 
realistically appraising the climbing. Once started large holds seemed to simply 
appear beneath the hand and, quite unexpectedly, it turned out to be both
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reasonable, enjoyable and in a superb position. Traversing left up shattered rock 
the belay appeared and Phil and Neil followed speedily.

The following two pitches were very straight forward up steep rock before a 
short scramble led to a large ledge below the final pitch, the official 4c crux. From 
the ledge the view was grand, across and over Shutter Rock to the Devon coast. The 
Bristol Channel has some of the strongest tides around Britain and oriented north- 
south across the channel, Lundy exhibits strong tidal races at each end of the island. 
Today was no exception and a few hundred yards offshore the water was a seething 
mass of standing waves.

Phil led off after much checking of the belay. From the belay the route 
traversed right into a crack running up the final buttress to the top. One could 
clearly identify the line by the absence of lichen, a five foot swathe of clean rock 
running up for 90 feet. He moved smoothly up, pausing for protection, but 
apparently without need for rest or contemplation. It was a good pitch, one of the 
best we climbed that week, of continuous interest but nowhere desperately hard. 
Steep to start, side pulls and small incuts were sufficient, with a few overlaps 
thrown in for good measure.

Twenty feet from the top I looked up to see the Cyclops eye in the form of a 
large telephoto leering over the top. The final few moves were clean on to a flat top 
where most of the party had assembled to await our finish.

Over the next week we climbed numerous routes although the weather never 
settled down and the sea remained rough throughout. Based on our limited visit 
Weird Wall and the Flying Buttress cliffs are worth a visit. The former has what is 
reputed to be the worst descent route on the island, although this can be avoided by 
traversing in from the southern end of the Montague Steps. The steps themselves 
were cut to facilitate the removal of scrap from HMS Montague, a battleship which 
went aground on the island in 1906.

Of all the Lundy routes the Devil's Slide is probably the nest known - a 400 
foot slab climb at severe grade. Easy at the bottom it becomes harder at the top and 
is very popular.

Lundy is different. It has an air of isolation, yet is a short distance from some 
of the most popular tourist areas. It feels remote yet is, in normal circumstances, 
easily accessible. While small it has a feeling of spaciousness occasioned by the flat 
moorland and distant views to Devon. A recommended visit!
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Flirting With Deirdre
Dave Roberts

Certain times in one's climbing career stand out with crystal clarity. One such 
is my first visit to Carnmore, long before its publicity in 'Mountain' and other 
journals, long before any guide existed other than the CUMC pamphlet and long 
before 'Hard Rock' (and even, perhaps, before its Editor). It seemed to me then to 
be a magical place; indeed it still does. We had indifferent weather and the barn was 
in a far scruffier state than in recent years, but memories of the first climb on 
Carnmore Crag, the sunset on A'Mhaighdean, Roger High's anorak apparently 
composed entirely of patches, and the mouse that ate a hole in John Scarborough's 
sock (poor thing), will never fade.

Ever a voracious consumer of climbing information, harder to get in those days 
of no glossy climbing mags, fewer guide books and scarcely any specialist 
equipment shops, I read all I could about the area; one name constantly kept 
coming to the fore, that of Mike O'Hara (who I later met in Carnmore), the person 
most responsible for opening up the area. I learned that it was the same Mike 
O'Hara who had discovered the Etive Slabs. I had never really thought about Etive 
as I had never been all that interested in Glen Coe. Early on I had concluded that 
steeps cracks were for the brutal and unthinking, that steep walls were, like 
knitting, the internal combustion engine and the Poisson Distribution, totally 
beyond my comprehension, but that slabs were definitely for the refined, sensitive 
and intelligent. Thus it was that an ambition to visit the Etive Slabs was born.

In fact it was some years later before I got there. Ron Harrison and I were 
having an early summer week of mixed weather and therefore mixed fortune based 
on the Glen Coe bunkhouse, with a great day on Garbh Bheinn of Ardgour 
followed by defeat by rain on Rannoch Wall before even laying hand to rock. On the 
next dry day we drove down the nausea inducing road to the head of Loch Etive and 
flogged up the muddy path to the Slabs, which did what I later found to be their 
unusual trick of growing larger at a disturbing rate; from the car park they look 
small, partly because the bottom third or more only becomes visible on the 
approach.

Naive in the way of Etivemanship we were puzzled to see a crocodile of parties 
on Spartan Slab, the 'trade route' and no one on anything else at all. Reasoning that 
this was due to feebleness on the part of all concerned, and that we could rise above 
such things, we decided on Hammer. After some damp plunging through steep 
vegetation (it is much cleaner these days) we arrived at the foot of an easy narrow 
slab which leads to the start of the main corner. Here the reason for eveyone else's 
concentration on Spartan was revealed in all its slimy glory. The upper part of the 
first corner pitch was oozing, as was the whole of the next corner; as indeed were 
whole areas of the slabs - every crack and groove glistened in the sun; Spartan 
follows the edge of an overlap and is in effect a low relief rib and therefore dry. Now, 
water is all important on slabs; they are very big, very bald, poorly protected and at 
such an angle that progress is often by breathlessly balancing from one granite 
crystal to another and by tiptoeing up holds which are mere alterations in angle of 
the surface by a few degrees. Incidentally the characteristic injury of the falling 
leader there is the widespread friction burn! At least we were spared the occasional 
fates of the Etive climber - the deaths of a million midge bites, and galloping 
dehydration!
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But, back to us. Water often converts an Etive pitch from just climable to 
definitely unclimable. Our way, however, led up corners; positive holds, we 
reasoned, should be okay. Ron was manoevred into the lead for the notorious scoop, 
a shall slanting depression in the slab leading into the corner where a peg runner 
beckoned. This he led with encouraging aplomb and set off up the corner, a 
reasonably angled layback with at least some holds for the feet and opportunities to 
rest. All went well until he hit the wet patch some 20 feet short of the stance. Here 
the footholds give out and it becomes a pure layback. He hit out for the stance. His 
feet began to skid on the wet rock and his upward progress became slower and 
slower. Just as I began to hope that the heat engendered by the friction of his 
rapidly moving feet might dry off the rock (a bit optimistic, I suppose), upward 
movement ceased, his frantically pedalling little legs became a blur, grease and 
gravity won and he skidded, clanking, back down the corner. Naught but pride was 
damaged; we retrieved the ropes and sat on the stance, pondering on The Meaning 
of Life.

Our reveries were shattered by two yobs who trampled all over us. One 
proclaimed that he had done every route on the slabs, the other that he could pay 
people to take him up the very best routes, including a six week guided trip to the 
Alps. In next to no time they had shot up the patch and gained the next stance. 
Demoralisation was complete; so much so that I forgot to retrieve my belay peg as 
we climbed slowly to the ground, sadder but wiser men. The day assumed an 
altogether rosier hue, when, with a shriek, the leader fell off from halfway up the 
next pitch.

One minor purpose of the trip had been to give Ron the chance to wreak illicit 
mayhem on the local trout population. Even this failed, though I must say that the 
next time we climbed together in Scotland he more than redeemed himself. We 
retreated to Borrowdale, where we reckoned that Eagle Crag, being steep, would 
drain and dry off quickly. It doesn't, but that is another story.

It was July 1971 when the chance came again. John Shakespeare and I had had 
a blazing hot week at Carnmore, the barn almost to ourselves, climbing (including 
Fionn Buttress, 'only the best V.S. in the world') and, when too hot to climb, 
swimming in Fionn Loch, and rowing in a boat we found in the little lochan by the 
causeway. With a day to spare on the home run, the Etive Slabs were obviously an 
attraction. Blue skies, dry warm granite, very few other climbers, no midges - ideal 
conditions. Prudently, a start was made on Spartan Slab. Perhaps it was because 
everything was so right and that we were fit, that it seemed easy enough; the friction 
always enough, the line obvious, the little cracks big enough for fingertips and 
protection never a problem. Even the pull through a big overhand seemed easy. A 
great route. Before we knew it the climb was over and we were rehydrating 
ourselves at the big Luncheon Stone at the bottom.

Obviously the onslaught on Hammer had to be renewed. This time it was bone 
dry. Memories of Ron's clanking, rattling fall down the corner were fixed firmly in 
my memory; despite the fact that the scoop is the technical crux, John not having 
been there before, was conned into the lead by my insisting that the scoop was only 
a few feet of climbing, whereas the next corner pitch was a tougher prospect overall. 
I now know this to be true; at the time I just thought I was being clever. The place 
where Ron had done his gravity act was quite dry, and it was with a slight feeling of 
relief that I saw John methodically layback past it to gain the belay ledge.
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Entertainment was to hand. An Aberdonian team was on the next pitch. This 
comprises a further long semi-layback corner, followed to a peg which is used for a 
short tension traverse out to the middle of the slab on the right, this then being 
followed to the big roof which caps the slab. At least, my information was that it was 
a tension traverse; this leader was trying the novel method of trying to run sideways 
(or so it looked) to get a hand on the hold he was making for. After a number of 
splendid failures he made it, climbed the slab to the roof, put in a belay peg, and 
brought up his second. This made room for me, so John brought me up; like all 
confidence moves, the scoop is easy on a top rope.

Off up the next pitch. It is certainly harder than the previous one, as there are 
far fewer toeholds on the slab and the finger crack closes in places, necessitating 
some long reaches. At the peg the crack closes altogether, but at about the same 
level and some 15 feet to the right, a line of sloping holds runs up to the roof. 
Rendered rather cautious by the antics of the previous team, I gave myself tension 
for a sideways sidle and got a foot onto the first hold with no drama; a sustained and 
poorly protected stretch then led for some 30 feet or more to the roof. The stance 
was not exactly welcoming - in fact there was scarcely one at all. A grotty peg was 
already there, banged upside down into the roof; a poor one in a meagre crack in the 
slab was added; one heel on a hold, the other foot in a sling and an elbow hooked 
through another sling gave sufficient semblance of security to photograph John as 
he came up. He led a delicate traverse right under the roof, pulled up round the end 
of it and instantly came to an excellent stance and belay. Considering that it was less 
than 20 feet from my stance to his and that I had a nasty shock when my belay peg 
shot out at a single hammer blow, belaying where I had done is most definitely a 
plan not to be repeated; do it all in one. I have no recollection of climbing the next 
pitch, so it must have given no trouble. Soon we were congratulating ourselves at 
such a fine end to such a fine week.

In July 1979 I had a weekend visit to Glen Coe, staying at Lagangarbh with a 
motley crew from all the four Home Counties. With the light evenings there was 
just time enough for a quick trog up Ben Lomond on the Friday evening. Not long 
previously I had bought new boots and then gone straight for a moderately 
strenuous week in Skye. As the week went on the outside of both ankles became 
more and more sore from the pressure of the new boots; by July the right one was 
still tender. Being ever alert to comfort, and frightened of pain, I had guarded 
against new boot trouble by bringing up a spare pair, bought second hand for a 
fiver, and built to last forever, but strangely restricted in the vertical dimension of 
the toe space. By the time I got down from Ben Lomond my toes felt as though they 
had been in a mangle.

On the Saturday, the Irish went to do Agag's Groove, which I had already 
done, the Scots were due to arrive during the day, as were the English (who did 
Manchester to Lagangarbh via Hammer in 10 hours; not bad). A Welsh expedition 
up a remote Munro seemed called for; careful scrutiny of the map revealed one 
perhaps not done by Steve Padfield. What to wear on the feet posed a problem 
which was dealt with by wearing a new boot on the left foot and an old boot on the 
right foot; only a partial success as the net damage to that time became two bruised 
ankles and ten crushed toes. The only time the secondhand boots have been worn 
since then was on a trip down a coalmine.

Next day the sun beamed benignly on a number of thick heads. Eventually,
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everyone set off for Etive, while I lingered by the Coupal River, reluctant to expose 
my tender extremities to the confines of boots. Determination not to waste the day 
suddenly gripped me and after a pell-mell drive down Glen Etive and a rush (well, a 
rush by my standards) in town shoes up to the Slabs, I arrived exhausted just in 
time to convert the Irish attempt on Hammer from a rope of three to two ropes of 
two.

Having done the climb before, I rashly agreed to lead the scoop. This nearly 
turned out to be an embarrassing mistake. The scoop is a shallow depression 
running leftwards up a slab. Low down are a few tiny rounded knobbles; above that 
only a few brown marks which the eye of faith labels as holds. Having balanced 
tentatively up the three or so knobbles and having decided that the brown marks are 
brown marks and nothing else, balancing down the knobbles seems highly 
uninviting. It is possible, however, to make a long stride left and down, collapsing 
onto an adequate hold and then down and right to the stance. After making three of 
these unproductive anticlockwise circuits, I found that the brown marks suddenly 
turned into holds, or at least, what passes for holds in those parts, and a slow 
scamper (if there is such a thing) brought the haven of the crack in the corner and 
even a peg runner. The corner, being dry, went easily to the sloping ledge at the foot 
of the next pitch. Robin skidded off the brown marks, descending heavily on Joss 
and Joe, who were ready to follow closely; they asked for a top rope for the scoop 
after that, but did the rest of the climb separately.

A tip for all would-be leaders of the next pitch of Hammer; climb on double 
ropes. Being a single rope deal on this particular day I soon found out why. 
Protection is good up the corner to the peg used for tension across the slab; 
protection on the slab is poor, mainly a few small nuts slotted into the folds and 
wrinkled which make up the holds. Such is the lie of the land that these are inclined 
to flip out with a pull from the left, and with the rope through a runner high in the 
corner that is just what happens. Using one rope only in the runners up the corner 
and a separate one up the slab solves the problem.

Using the peg at the top of the slab as a runner rather than a belay proved to be 
much more sensible. After that it was just the last slab to the top, in good time for 
the long drive back to North Wales; a drive which needed quite an effort of the will 
to start, in warm sunshine and with the hills looking their best.

The next visit took place on a long weekend that Baf and I were spending at 
Blackrock Cottage. Baf had not climbed at Etive before, so Spartan Slab and 
Hammer seemed sensible as a good introduction. For once the Slabs were busy. At 
the bottom I met an acquaintance from way back; at that time he was climbing 
much better than I was. He started up Spartan straight after us, and it was with 
some secret satisfaction that I saw his team still high up on the climb after we had 
finished both Spartan and Hammer. With dry, warm rock, plenty of refreshment, 
no midges and all the right vibes, everything flowed well. By that time I had not 
done Spartan for several years, but the slabs seemed easy, though perhaps the pull 
through the overhand and a rather steeper than average pitch above that, over on 
the right edge, seemed a bit harder than I remembered. Perhaps with age the 
strength and suppleness wane whilst the cunning increases.

There were two noteworthy features to the day, however, the first occurring on 
Spartan Slab. With the day consisting of my second ascent of Spartan and my third
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of Hammer, there was a considerable feeling of lack of progress. I saw down to my 
right a leader slowly puzzling his way up the blank-looking slab of Ba's and to my 
left another leader was making Pause look easy (though his second had a pretty 
torrid time!). I realised that, fun though the routes of the day were, by now the 
flirtation could be growing stale and that perhaps it was now time for a more serious 
courtship. Plans would have to be laid.

The other interesting event occurred high on Hammer. The route presented 
no problems, as by this time it shouldn't, until the easy slab above the main 
corner/slab pitch. Perhaps I should say "easy" slab. On two previous ascents this 
had seemed so trivial that I had not remembered just how to do it. It is roughly 
square, say 30 feet along its edge, and the route goes from bottom left to top right, 
about 40 feet of climbing. On this occasion, try as I would, I could not get more than 
about eight feet from the stance. It is quite easy to climb the corner forming the left 
edge of the slab; there is a little tree up there, and, ever a coward, I reckoned a 
runner there would be a great help. Having fixed that, it became obvious that it was 
possible to climb down the slab from top left to bottom right, an exact counter 
diagonal to the desire route. This accomplished, the right edge of the slab was 
reasonable to the final stance which I gained, feeling slightly foolish, having done 
100 feet of climbing for a 40 foot pitch. I am still not sure if that is the usual way.

By next spring I was psyched up for the courtship. But what to do; it meant 
going up a grade? I knew that Roger High had done Swastika some years previously 
and that more -recently Graham Willison had started up Swastika and finished up 
Pause. But it was not necessarily time to say that where they could lead, then so 
could 1.1 had been quite taken with Ba's appreciating the openness of its early part 
that I had seen someone on, and having had the chance to spy out the line of the 
upper part while on Spartan Slab; it looks good, taking a shallow depression in the 
big slab left of Spartan's final groove.

In the event, the choice was more or less made for us. Ba's was running with 
water and a large team was occupying the first pitch of Swastika, indeed, only 
ceasing to occupy it by dint of falling off it. Pause, however, was vacant. This was, in 
a sense, the third choice, as I had been impressed by the struggle I had seen 
someone have on a previous occasion.

Still, nothing ventured, etc. The start of Pause looks rather like the start of 
Spartan, a little groove or fold running up the slab. It is only on starting that the 
difference become apparent. On Spartan there is always room for the finger tips in 
the crack behind the fold, which mades standing on the slab a reasonable prospect. 
On Pause there are no finger holds at all and the groove is of very little help; this 
means in places plain padding up the rock, the start of the true Etive style. 
Eventually a rather more helpful groove is reached, but this has to be left by a slither 
round the overlap to the left; well protected, fortunately, as the bridging move 
round the convexity of the overlap reaches the point of no return before the left foot 
has been stretched sufficiently far to allow it to drop down into contact with the 
next hold, just about as gravity feels as though it is about to take over.

Pause and Swastika come very close here, and then join for a move over a small 
overhang to a joint stance below the main overhang. Baf led up, nearly dividing 
himself up the middle (as I did) on the wide bridging move over the small overhang. 
This was a small and crowded stance, but it was vacated rapidly by the other party 
who swung easily over the roof of Swastika to gain the end of the moustache
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traverse. There must be an enormous hold up there, I tell myself.

Our way led right, under the overhang to gain the Crevasse, a convenient way 
through the overhang. The traverse is simple enough until the last 10 feet or so. My 
guidebook said tension across, so I did; I gather it does go free, and I think that is 
probably quite reasonable in fact. The Crevasse is an odd affair. A great block of 
rock has become partly detached from the underside of the roof and has slumped 
down a few feet. By gaining the resulting crack from below the roof it is possible to 
squeeze through it and emerge above, perched on the sharp upper edge of the block, 
rather like being on the lower lip of a bergschrund. The line of the next pitch was 
clear enough, but fine detail was less obvious. Above the Crevasse is a smooth 
square of slab, bounded above by a bulge and on the left by a faint rib. Where bulge 
and rib meet there is an obvious exit onto the more gently angled slab above. 
Stepping off the lip well to the left seemed desperate, but gave less slab to traverse 
to the rib, whereas the moves up were easier to the right but gave a longer traverse. I 
eventually plumped for the latter, whereas Baf, in his turn, did the former. The 
moves up were not too bad, but the traverse looked a bit heartstopping, the more so 
as a slip would inevitably land one astride the lip of the Crevasse some 15 feet lower! 
I think it is probably the hardest few feet of the route, with nothing except palm 
friction for the hands, and with feet smeared on the rock to give the greatest area of 
contact, all feeling to be near the limit of adhesion (for me, anyway). The few 
rounded holds in the groove bounding the rib felt like bucket handles when 
reached, and the easier slab above like a romp to a ledge on the left with a peg 
runner.

A rising traverse onto the steeper slab on the right was more serious again, with 
a fingertip mantelshelf just as the friction ran out. The slab steepened again, but a 
thin crack ran up, welcome for the opportunity to place a couple of small wires. It 
also gave some positive holds in the form of little nicks on its edge, but these got 
further apart as the crack petered out, with a mighty stretch from the last toe nick to 
the last finger nick and then with a few padding moves to a stance arbitrarily made 
in a welcome groove which sprouted a copse of fairly clapped out pegs.

The next pitch was getting a bit easier, at least having a feature on it to aim for, 
a flat flake, flush with the rock and with a crack running along its underside. 
Getting to it was rather thin, but at least the crack contained a peg runner, 
reassuring for the teeter down and round the edge of the flake to gain an easier 
groove which led to the haven of a big stance and good belay. One more pitch led to 
the narrow terrace below the final wall. It was a good pitch with a complicated start, 
which consisted of moving round a big overlap on the left; this was broken into a 
number of little bits of overlap, so the result was a pull round, up a bit, pull round 
again, down a bit and so on. Some good slab climbing then led to the last pitch.

This is totally different from the delicacy of the previous pitches, being a steep 
thrutchy corner. Definitely James Bond after George Smiley! The bottom of the 
corner is highly uninviting, but a narrow ramp runs across the right wall into the 
corner. It is not all that easy to get established on the ramp and less easy to sidle 
along it, as the wall above is steep with few holds; it seemed as though either the feet 
could be shuffled along leaving the hands behind or that the hands could be moved 
leaving the feet behind, with either a fall off backwards or forwards as the result. 
Once a compromise is reached and the corner gained, the holds are big and positive 
and the steepness almost welcome. We whooped to the top, even relaxing into a not
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really necessary lay back at the top.

One of the greatest of routes; the flirtation was over, a fine courtship 
established. Next, an affair, maybe?

Erosion
Baf Jones

Too many feet have passed this way
Clad in overheavy boots.
Cleated soles and nails of yore have scoured the turf
Exposing first the peat, and then the
Native rock.
The furrows deepen.

The Freedom of the Hills;
The right to wander as you will
Untramelled by restraint!
Why follow in the footsteps of the past?
Are you some bear-led tourist?
The furrows deepen.

Orange caterpillars wend their hesitant way
Making fresh scree,
Grinding down the mountain's skeleton.
Their shepherds harry them:
'Keep to the path! Don't wander off!'
They, unlike sheep, do not go astray.
The furrows deepen.

Establishment bodies think little and care less
About the environment.
Races are run; times compared;
Youth's character is built
(But only on the narrow path).
The hordes increase and
The furrows deepen.

We are too many; the 
Paths are too frail. 
The furrows deepen.
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The Gower In The Eighties
John Harwood

To most people, the Gower conjours up a picture of idyllic sandy bays, 
beautiful scenery and easy climbs on jug-covered rocks. It is at the other end of the 
scale compared to the impressive seriousness of Cam Gowla, Penbwlchty Head or 
the Main Cliff at Gogarth. However, recent events have managed to pull the Gower 
reluctantly into the eighties and it is about these harder climbs that I now write. In 
addition, a personal opinion about the various cliffs (areas) is given, together with 
the requisite controversial graded list.

Modern climbing on the Gower really began as in so many places in the South- 
West with Pat Littlejohn. Although Jeremy Talbot and Eryl Pardoe had made a few 
difficult descents, these were generally with plenty of peg or bolt protection and 
often used aid. Littlejohn started his campaign by freeing Powertrap (E2, 5c) - a 
strenuous and quite difficult climb which only recently had its second free ascent. 
He then turned hs attention to the impressive Yellow Wall at Mewslade. The aid- 
route Yellow Wall gave a spectacular and surprisingly easy (E3, 5c!) climb which 
was only overshadowed by its neighbour, the superb Transformer. The Yellow 
Wall is a must for all you addicts of Pembroke, Swanage, Gogarth etc. giving 
spectacular climbing up overhanging rock on good holds. Although no climb is 
longer than 150 feet, they all have an air of seriousness about them. Unfortunately 
there are two snags to the cliff - it is tidal (though not badly affected) and also it is 
the home of hundreds of breeding (change one letter if you like!) gulls in the spring 
and summer. These two factors limit the climbing on Yellow Wall quite badly.

The further development of Yellow Wall has been almost completely due to 
Littlejohn. In between Andy Sharp added Muppet Show (the easiest route on the 
Wall) while Mick Fowler led Steam Train. The latter is given the hardest grade on 
the Wall although this is guesswork since no-one has repeated it! It certainly looks 
hard. All of the routes on Yellow Wall are worth doing although, as I have said, they 
require strong biceps for a non-frightening ascent. For steep climbing in 
spectacular positions the crag is probably unmatched in the Gower.

In the mid-'seventies there were several forays on different cliffs by local 
climbers. Just around the corner from Yellow Wall, Andy Sharp free-climbed 
Great Cave Corner to give Sense of Doubt - a superb pitch which has still not been 
repeated. Unfortunately, for some unknown reason, the original name is used in the 
new guidebook which will hardly inspire would-be repeaters.

At about the same time that Sharp was climbing Sense of Doubt, Mike 
Harber, Chris Elliott and John Mothersele discovered Juniper Wall near Paviland 
Cliff. These two crags lie to the east of Mewslade and are situated in a really nice 
area of coast, about one mile's walk from the road. Paviland is the larger of the two 
crags with a good selection of routes from Severe to E2. Most of the climbs are in 
the V S or H V S category with steep juggy climbing and good spike or thread 
runners. Jeremy Talbot was responsible for most of the climbs here and produced a 
much-prized typescript detailing their lines. Quite a bit of aid was originally used 
but this has been gradually whittled down by local climbers. The best example of 
this was Gwyn Evans and John Bullock's ascent of Half Dome (E2,5c) which is the 
best extreme on the crag. Other recommended climbs are Liang Shan Po (HVS), 
The Ring (HS) and The Fellowship of the Ring (HVS).
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Tony Penning on the first ascent of The Poser, Rhossili.

Photo: John Harwood
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Juniper Wall has been developed more recently. John Bullock climbed the 
superb Assassin (HVS) while several parties attempted the obvious central groove 
through the overhangs. The best attempt was made by Evans and Bullock who 
managed to gain the groove from the right to give the finish to Killer's Route 
(HVS). However, the problem was properly solved by Andy Sharp when he led me 
up the bulging lower wall and then directly into the groove to give Barracuda (E4, 
6b, 5c) the hardest route on the crag. I thoroughly recommend the Juniper 
Wall/Paviland area. The cliffs face south and provide good climbing on most 
winter days although during rainy weather they tend to stay wet. The cliffs are also 
non-tidal as are most of the other crags nearby, such as the Three Sisters.

Working east from Paviland one comes to Boiler Slab and Overton. A few 
recent climbs have been added to each of these cliffs but nothing really outstanding. 
Boiler Slab is a very nice place with a multitude of easy (V.Diff - VS) slab climbs 
with good protection and on excellent rock. It is non-tidal as is Overton. The latter 
has only one memorable route - the South East Face. Pat Littlejohn made the first 
free ascent of this a number of years ago much to the chagrin of Andy and I who 
thought we could claim the first.

Around Oxwich Bay are Little Tor and Great Tor. These will be familiar cliffs 
to most Gower devotees with a mass of short, unserious, easy climbs, the same can 
also be said of Three Cliffs which has also seen little recent development. Scavenger 
(VS) and Inverted V (S) remain the classics of the latter crag.

In contrast, the Pennard area has seen continued development for a number of 
years. The non-tidal High Pennard had a number of VS and HVS routes of note, 
courtesy of Messrs Talbot and Pardoe. The latter's hardest route was Phreatic Line 
which he climbed with a number of pegs. One very hot day I followed a chalkless 
Littlejohn on the first free ascent during which I must have lost half a stone of 
sweat! The other climbs on the cliff are slightly less strenuous though not much 
easier. Recently, John Bullock and Gwyn Evans have added Shogun (E2,5c) to the 
left of Phreatic Line and Dan Dare (E2, 5c) to the Alphabet Buttress. Other climbs 
which can be recommended are Sudan (El, 5b), Skive (HVS) and Alpha (HVS).

There are also a number of easier climbs on High Pennard though these tend to 
be a poorer quality than the harder ones. Better places for easy routes are Graves 
End Wall, Graves End East and the tidal Caswell Bay to the east. The latter crag 
boasts a number of easy beginners' slabs with all the usual amenities of a seaside 
resort - hamburger bars, pubs, entertainments, etc. A few recent climbs have been 
made at Caswell but, in spite of what the guidebook may say, I doubt that any of 
them will become really popular!

The only other crag nearer Swansea than Caswell is Conservative Club Crag 
which hides in the wood behind the aforementioned club at Mumbles. Four routes 
have been made there with two extremes (Out of the Blue and Blood on the Tracks) 
being worthwhile. Both are the creations of Chris Pound.

By now we have practically done a complete tour of the Gower but, just to 
confuse, we will return to the Western End where some of the most recent (and, in 
one case, most significant) developments have taken place. The cliffs at Mewslade 
and Fall Bay have seen a number of notable climbs recently. Some of the ones I can 
recommend include the following. In the Catacomb Gully, Franceschi now goes 
free (E2, 5b) to provide an entertaining roof pitch while on the opposite gully wall,
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The Jewell (HVS) is a pleasant wall pitch on good rock. Trident Wall (the hardest 
route in the previous guide) is now only HVS but has been climbed direct (at El, 
5b) and I mean direct not as the guidebook describes! Block Buttress gives some 
good climbs. Powertrap has already been mentioned but Civetta (HVS) and Kaiser 
(VS) climb good lines out of the back of the zawn while Burn the Boss (HVS) is a 
pleasant route out of the top of The Cave. Above Block Buttress is the non-tidal 
Roily Bottom Buttress, the front face of which has now been climbed by the fine 
and sustained Sandpiper (E3, 5c).

Back down at sea level is Jacky's Tor. This has a number of worthwhile routes. 
Red Groove (VS) is good, as is Cut Across Shorty (E3,5c) to its left. On the nose of 
the buttress is the famous V-Groove (El, 5b) but the best climbs lie to its left. The 
Damned and The Possessed are two fine extremes with Chantilly Lace (HVS) 
being a gem. Superb steep climbing up an inspiring line on excellent rock - we 
couldn't understand why it hadn't been climbed before.

Thurba Head was given some tempting words in the guidebook about good 
lines. Already it possessed Right Crack (El), Barnacle Bill (El, 5b) and Junior Jaws 
(El, 5b) but its major line, a huge corner was still unclimbed. Tony Penning 
attempted this with a relative beginner. To set the scene I should emphasise that the 
corner is on the front of the buttress and is cut off by the tide except for about one 
hour in calm conditions. Tony managed the first pitch and brought his second up 
just as the tide was coming in. They were now cut off, 50 feet up with a bulging 
holdless part of the corner above them. To go straight up was impossible but Tony 
tried the left wall and managed to make a little progress in order to by-pass the 
bulge. Unfortunately this required removing the belay peg and it was only with 
four extremely doubtful points of aid that he was able to regain corner and so reach 
the top. Their troubles were not yet over for the second, even with aid points in 
place was unable to follow his lead and, of course couldn't be lowered off into the 
sea! He eventually managed, after several hours, to prussic up the pitch. In spite of 
all this effort, the climb was left out of the guide and, in fact, has now been climbed 
(on the right wall of the corner) at only E4, 6a (Earthly Powers) by Littlejohn and 
Penning. The same pair have also climbed a hanging white groove between 
Barnacle Bill and Junior Jaws at E3,6a (Summer Wine) which was something of a 
last great problem, having been top-roped by several would-be first ascensionists.

Last, but by no means least, there has been a renaissance in climbing at 
Rhossili. Several excellent climbs have been made at sea level such as Poses (E2, 5c) 
and Stardust (HS) but the major action has taken place on Trial Wall. Steve 
Padfield, Dave Thomas and Mike Hicks made a number of artificial climbs here in 
the sixties and these have now been free-climbed and a few others added by Andy 
Sharp and myself. All of the climbs on Trial Wall are good and although not as big 
as Yellow Wall, I think that the climbing is actually better. In future years, because 
of its non-tidal nature, good rock, easy access and the continuous nature of the 
pitches it should become very popular. The easiest route is The Adulteress (E2,5b) 
which takes the left side of the face. A direct version of this is Blackman's Pinch 
which we originally climbed with a bolt for aid (in place!) but have now done free at 
E4,6b. The best climb is probably the central line on the crag which is called Crime 
and Punishment (E3, 6a) and has already seen several ascents. Between the latter 
and Blackman's Pinch is another storming pitch, Skull Attack, which climbs 
Blackman's Pinch until the junction with Adulteress and then forces a way up the 

'headwall. This is probably the hardest climb in the Gower at present. To the right
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of Crime and Punishment are two more entertaining pitches (Black Wall and The 
Inch Pinch) while the girdle traverse, Shake Out is probably the most enjoyable 
climb on the crag. It has also had several repeats.

So, there it is, the Gower now has climbs of all grades. There is plenty there not 
only for the occasional climber or beginners but also for the hardest of hard men. 
Try the area for a weekend, in the winter or on Steve's traditional summer meet - 
I'm sure you won't be disappointed.

Gower Extremes
A Graded List
El * Muppet Show 

Blockbuster 
Trident Direct

* PMC II 
Left Edge 
Noble House

* Superdirect 
T.R.I.

* Antic Corner 
Triattsdyfai

** Barnacle Bill
* Sudan 

S.E.Edge
* Junior Jaws 

Ermentrude 
South Wall, Overton

* Right Crack
* Seth

Sibling Arete
* Skylark

E2 * Seepage
* Windy City
* V-Groove
* Franceschi

Errant
Timorous Tarzan 

+ Shogun
* Holy Grail 

Cave Cracks
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* Blood on the Tracks
* Gafaelwy
* Burning Rubber
* The Adulteress
* Out of the Blue
* Dan Dare
* The Poser
* Half Dome
* Faint White Hope
*** Transformer

E3 * Power Trap
* Phreatic Line 

The Damned
** Yellow Wall
* The Sandpiper (Roily Bottom Buttress) 

Naughty But Nice
** Enigma
** Shake Out

Cut Across Shorty (Jacky's Tor)
* Secret Combination
* Summer Wine (Thurba)
** Crime and Punishment

The Inch Pinch (Trial Wall, Rhossili)
* Possessed

E4 * Sense of Doubt
** Blackmans Pinch (free)
** Steam Train
*** Earthly Powers (Thurba) 

Black Wall
* Barracuda

E5 ** Skull Attack (Trial Wall, Rhossili)

Notes
This is is a personal graded list so some of the gradings and star ratings will be 

found to differ from the guide. The location of recent additions is indicated in 
brackets.

John Harwood
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The Halerus and the Kelseyter
(with apologies to Lewis Caroll) Jim Milton

The sun was shining up above 
The clouds with all his might. 
He did his very best to make 
The mountains clear and bright. 
But down below in Ogwen it 
Was near as black as night.

The rain was raining cats and dogs, 
And cows and piglets too. 
For everyone within the hut 
There was not much to do 
But fool around on tables and 
Make yet another brew.

The Halerus and the Kelseyter 
Each stood in streaming cag. 
They wept like anything to see 
Such quantities of clag. 
"If this would only go" they said, 
"We might yet find the crag".

"If seven maids with seven mops 
Should swab until they die, 
Do you suppose", the Halerus said, 
"That they could get it dry?" 
"I doubt it", said the Kelseyter, 
And wiped a tearful eye.

"Oh Freshers dear!" the Halerus cried,
"Do join us for a climb -
A pleasant Diff. upon some cliff
Of quality sublime,
Though we can only see to two
And give them both due time."

The eldest fresher eyed him but
Responded not a bit.
He waved his hand declining and
A cigarette he lit,
As if to say he'd rather stay
Within his fest'rous pit.

But two young tyros trotted up,
All eager for the treat,
Upon their backs were brand new sacks,
Their breeches clean and neat,
And bendy boots of unknown roots
Adorned their dainty feet.
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A pair of freshers followed them,
And then another brace,
And thick and fast they came at last
At ever growing pace,
Until it looked as if they'd hooked
'Most half the human race.

The Halerus and Kelseyter
Walked on a mile or so,
And then they stopped beneath a cliff
Conveniently low,
And all the little freshers stood
And waited in a row.

"The time has come", the Halerus said,
"To speak of many things:
Of nuts and crabs, the Idwal Slabs,
Of etriers and slings;
Of chocolate bars produced by Mars
And breaking strains of strings."

"I must confess", the Halerus said, 
"That we forgot the rope, 
But climbing is so simple that 
You need not give up hope: 
We'll only do a Hard V. Diff, 
I'm sure you all can cope."

"A book of routes", the Halerus said,
"Is what we chiefly need.
Some EBs and a helmet, too,
Are very good indeed.
Now if you're ready, Freshers dear,
I shall begin to lead."

"Just follow me!" the Halerus cried,
"You'll find it is alright."
And shot off up an overhanging
Layback out of sight.
(The Kelseyter said nothing but
"My EBs are too tight.").

The Halerus seemed to dither on
A blank and dripping slab.
"You may find this bit hard," he called,
"But please do have a stab,
For if you stretch on tip-toe there's
A jug you just can grab."
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He hand-traversed on off-widths up
A greasy, grassy ramp,
"Don't hang about", they heard him shout,
"Or you'll be getting cramp."
(The Kelseyter said nothing but
"My chalk is getting damp.").

The Halerus lept an overlap 
With long accustomed knack, 
And launched on fingerjams upon 
A madly flaring crack, 
All full of sedge and various veg. 
And oozing green and black.

"This is the crux," the Halerus cried,
"A little of a brute!"
While vainly hunting purchase for
A wildly flailing boot.
"When that's behind, I think you'll find
That you have done the route."

Just like a ballerina
The final slab of slime,
The Halerus levitated to
The climax of the climb.
(The Kelseyter beside him gasped
"It's nearly opening time!")

"Oh Freshers dear!" the Halerus cried,
"We've had a pleasant day.
Shall we be trotting off home again?"
But came there answer? Nay!
For one and all, below the wall,
In Fresher fragments lay.

But then a gust dispersed the cloud:
The Halerus brought up stiff.
"I thought", said he, "it seemed to be
Quite hard for mere V. Diff.
Not only was the climb wrong but
The whole damn, cliff!"

This was inspired by an occasion when Jon Hales took a party of new Stoats to 
climb the Devil's Kitchen. Unfortunately he tried to ascend to the right of the 
waterfall (on Right Wall Route, VS) instead of to the left. When half-way up he 
spied the line of jugs on the opposite side of the chasm by which the ordinary route 
escapes, and was heard to say "I thought this was hard - I'm on the wrong cliff!"

"The Halerus and the Kelseyter" first appeared in Stoats 78-79-80 
(University of Birmingham Mountaineering Club Journal XVI). It was reprinted 
in "Stoats: selected writings of the University of Birmingham Mountaineering 
Club 1932-82", compiled by Dave Hughes.
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M.A.M. Gran Paradiso Meet - 1983
Alf Wallwork

It was one of those places which the Club seemed almost to have overlooked. A 
few members had visited the area privately, but by and large the Gran Paradiso had 
only been seen in the distance when looking south from the high peaks of the Alps. 
The Victorian mountaineers (Coolidge, Croz, Aimer) knew the Cogne Mountains, 
as they were then called, quite well, so perhaps their successors were pulled away by

i the bigger routes on the main range.
1

The area became a National Park after Victor Emanuele relinquished his 
rights to it as a private hunting ground. Near to the centre is the Gran Paradiso itself 
(4061 metres, 13220 feet) the only mountain in the Park to raise its head above the 
4000 metre contour, and in so doing raise the status of all its satellites. It lies in the 
southern half of a mountain chain that begins with La Grivola and ends with 
Monciair, and is flanked by Valsavarenche on the west and Valnontey on the east. 
The tiny village of Pont, in Valsavarenche, has become the venue for those who 
wish to climb the Paradiso, and the peace and tranquillity of this remote spot has 
succumbed to the presence of several hundred campers on the alluvial plain just 
above the village.

The Italians have done well in their development of the National Park for
summertime visitors. The campsites are well appointed and run, and the needs of
young families are well catered for. Pont could only be faulted for its altitude (6380

: feet), which would make it cold in a poor summer, yet this extra height was a boon
I to the heavily laden mountaineer, reducing the walk up to the Vittorio Emanuele
] hut to a mere 2 hour journey. The hut accommodates 110 people in bunks, but the
j number of would-be ascensionists often exceeds this at the height of the season, and

the overflow sleeps as the M.A.M. did - on mattresses in the corridors. At about 4
a.m. the hut occupants stir themselves and, after the usual hut breakfast, get ready
for the walk over the moraine slopes to the start of the great snowfield which takes
them all the way to the summit. Groups in single file, reminiscent of the 'trade
route' up Mont Blanc, make their way at various rates of progress towards the
summit, many feeling the effects of altitude, as this route, being only of Facile
standard, attracts many walkers who are unaccustomed to a rarified atmosphere.

About 16 members of the M.A.M. made this ascent, and were fortunate 
enough to have clear weather for photography. The mountain was also ascended 
from the col of its neighbour, the Piccolo Paradiso, giving a route of mixed climbing 
at a higher technical standard. The peaks on the south of the mountain, La Tresenta 
and Ciarforon, were ascended by various parties, the latter mountain having a 
prominent snow dome overhanging the north face. A dramatic snow/ice route led 
straight up the centre, and as three French/Italian parties made this ascent, their 
progress was watched from the campsite through binoculars.

, The friable nature of Gran Paradiso rock made many of the M.A.M. wish for 
better snow coverage, as it was apparent that the basically shattered nature of the 
ridges and faces needed snow and ice to bind them into stability. Danger from loose 
rocks rather than difficulty, tended to control the viability of the attempted routes.

| Some interesting traverses from one valley to the next were made by walking
\ parties, carefully planned logistics enabling them to drive back from their
| destination. In terrain which is divided by long mountain barriers this is very
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important, particularly when telephone communications are difficult. The 
Valnontey/Valsavarenche traverse entailed a drive round to Cogne, where a car was 
left, and then a walk up a steep mountain track to the Vittorio Sella hut. This hut is 
of the same standard as the Emanuele, but with a finer position and a more 
authentic mountaineering atmosphere. The following day, the walking party 
traversed the mountain barrier via the Col Lauson, whilst another group set out in 
the reverse direction from the campsite. A third party (of climbers) did the ascent of 
the Gran Serra (3552 metres) from the hut, returning to their car at Cogne.

Some attempts were made on the main peaks of the Alps, which were only 3'/2 
hours drive away, but these were largely frustrated by bad weather. However, a 
successful ascent of the Matterhorn's Hornli ridge was made in excellent 
conditions.

The remaining Paradiso expeditions were nearly all rock climbs or scrambles. 
The twin peaks of Punta Fourza at the head of Valsavarenche were in the latter 
category, whilst the traverse of the Denti del Brogglio was a 16 hour climb on rock 
of a decidedly broken nature. An attempt was made on La Grivola, generally 
regarded as the most serious of the mountains in the area, by a two man party 
staying at the Balzola bivouac, but poor weather forced them to retreat.

Much can be said about the flora of the National Park, but any botanist will 
surely have heard of the Alpine Garden at Valnontey, where virtually every variety 
of plant from the area is grown under the care of the Botanical Department of Turin 
University. Of fauna, the outstanding example is the ibex, which abounds in the 
park, and which is amongst the most photogenic of animals. Chamois, fox and 
marmots are also commonly seen.

The meet was wound up with a meal for about thirty five at the campsite 
restaurant, which was a great social and digestive success. The negotiations for this 
meal brought out a full range of linguistic talents from fluent French to broken 
Italian and pidgin English, with much hand and arm waving to clarify the essential 
issues.

Members present (31)
Men K. Crowshaw 

S. Crawford 
D. Dickson 
T. Edwards 
R. High 
A. Hodkin 
D. Jeffray 
B. Jones 
T. Kerrich 
A. Knowles 
G. Miller

S. Padfield 
F. R. Robinson 
P. A. Robinson 
T. Russell 
J. Scarborough 
M. Shaw 
D. Shaw 
H. Sutcliffe 
A. Wallwork 
W. Willmer

Women J. Crawford 
G. Dickson 
S. Jeffray 
M. Jones 
J. Miller 
P. Oliphant 
A. Padfield 
J. Robinson 
M. Shaw 
O. Willmer

Also present were 14 adult visitors and 9 children
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A Tale from a Mountain Guide
Stella Mills

Will looked at his present clients; a mere 750 feet climb was not going to cause 
them trouble and a few minutes after starting, Will was already trailing behind as he 
watched the moonlight flirting with the bare frost-covered branches of the trees. 
Soon the snowline was reached and Will stopped, as he'd stopped so often with 
other clients in the past, to wonder at the marvel of the infinitely many differences 
of the snowflakes, their iced consolidation being emphasised by the apparently blue 
moonlight. He turned to point out the marvel of creation in such a form, but his 
clients had already moved on. They saw only one thing - the summit, as quickly as 
possible, another peak to 'bag'.

As they stood by the triangulation point on the summit, the mist in the valley 
below was already thickest over the river winding its way seaward, the mist 
following its course somewhat sluggishly being reluctant to succumb to the breeze. 
'I'm cold', broke in one client: 'Let's go', and without waiting for an answer he 
started downward. Will wondered why he was there; this mountain meant so much 
to him but somehow he just couldn't convey to his clients what climbing was all 
about. Near the bottom, one of them slipped but luckily was unhurt; but still they 
disregarded his advice to go slowly and take it all in.

Will was glad to be back in the valley, he inwardly sighed and went home 
thoughtful. Why is it that so many people miss God in the wonder of Creation; why 
must they always go so fast that they miss the silence, the peace, through which God 
speaks? Perhaps tomorrow his clients would be different.
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"Know Your Alpines"
Professor Sowthistle F.R.S. 1870

Rumex Alpinum or Alpine Sorrel is not, as generally supposed, quite useless, 
although avoided by knowledgeable cows on account of its highly concentrated 
content of oxalic acid*. Indeed, it is on this very account that pigs thrive upon it; 
moreover if the big leaves are applied to such bruises as a person may suffer on 
concluding a fall from any considerable height, (take the top of the Matterhorn for 
instance), he will experience immediate relief, sometimes signalled by a burst into 
song. Another use for the leaves is for wrapping up slabs of butter, it being by no 
means a logical deduction to suppose that the bearer has stolen them. Aesthetically 
it must be considered an "also ran". Sub-Alpines probably regard it as "a nasty bit 
of work", understandably in view of its unlimited propensity for ruthlessly 
suppressing them.

Bentham says, "Rumex Alpinum", if too closely investigated, induces 
wryness. (Wryness - a puckering up of the face in sign of disgust). A warning is 
added that wrymouth can become chronic and incurable: it only means a bent 
sideways one.

Rumex Alpinum is said to dissuade the Shaking Ague, St. Vitus' Dance, and 
diseases of that ilk. However, Taughtguts notes (1857), (see "Diseases likely to 
appear in the Latter Half of the 19th Century, if we believe in them Enough". 
Published by Liver-Rot Ltd., by the Distillery, Glasgow) it may leave the patient 
with wryface in an advanced and still advancing form.

Lawrence Middleton

* reputed to be poisonous
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The High Atlas of Morocco
John Willison

These extracts are taken from a 15,000 word report, submitted to the Irvine 
Trust, which described a 31 day trek, of 590 miles and 95,000 feet of ascent, from 
Midelt to Agadir, done during July and August 1983. The author admits it to be, 
"the sort of holiday likely to appeal only to those young enough to pretend to enjoy 
suffering - hardly a day must have gone by without it". Of the original party of four, 
two were burnt off during the third day: Marrakech, mean daily maximum in 
August, 45°C in the shade.

The selection has been made by Mo Jones, and the account starts from a 
bivouac at 3400 metres on Mgoun (day 14).

'Now, with all the last week's cloudy haze gone, conditions are perfect and 
visibility superb. We start at dawn and by 3600m the ridge has topped to only 50m 
wide. The concept of walking along a ridge for 40kms is difficult to imagine, but 
when it narrows to a knife point it is quite spectacular and the view magnificent. We 
do all the minor summits which are 3950m-4000m, believing each to be the best yet, 
and finally stop on the main top at 4068m. The sun is high but it's relatively cool so 
there is no need to stop early. The ridge then snakes round several giant conies, 
each perfectly scooped out and with towering "soldiers" of rock standing up against 
the back walls, and descends via another succession of minor summits. We are 
heading for the village of Amezri, however we have come to a point where I have 
neither map nor photocopy, and tiring of this splendid ridge we come down from it 
early, over extremely steep and difficult scree. The plan is to follow an apparently 
harmless valley (an extrapolation from the edge of the next map), to arrive in 
Amezri for late evening. Our valley starts with a beautiful green bowling-green of a 
meadow, with the amazing sight of hundreds of skydivers whirling around in a 
great cloud only inches from the ground. Sometimes they would actually touch us 
as they swooped by, and the wind they created was quite substantial. The valley 
suddenly narrows and we follow what has by now become a large stream down 
through a tiny gorge - the stream quite fills the gorge end we have to jump carefully 
across boulders to avoid getting wet. Soon it is really rather deep, some 20 metres 
high and the torrent becoming stronger. At one point we have to climb round the 
vertical walls of a pool. All the time the gorge becomes deeper and deeper while the 
river develops into easily the most powerful we have come across so far, carrying 
along with ease rocks the size of footballs. Every 50 metres or so we are faced with a 
fresh problem: usually the sheer smooth walls of the gorge close in and we have to 
choose between some tiny ledges, often wet with spray, and climbing high up the 
side walls, out of reach of the torrent but totally unprotected. Sometimes there is a 
third course involving a big and accurate leap to an almost submerged boulder and 
then immediately another leap to the opposite wall. It's rather like playing a game. 
"Now get out of that one" and great fun, if a little dangerous at times. One wonders 
just how much water there is in the gorge at the zenith of the meltwater period, 
around late March; certainly the smooth walls extend well above (a matter of 5 to 10 
metres) the present level of water. The noise is deafening and we have to 
communicate in signs as we explore the separate alternatives. Another hour of this 
very slow but deliciously adventuresome progress and it is nearly dark; the depth of 
the gorge doesn't help. We are halted by the most testing of our problems so far for 
some 20 minutes; only with a couple of wet feet is it finally breached, only to be
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followed instantly by an even more difficult one. We just have to solve it: neither of 
us could face going backwards for the best part of a day, besides, many of the 
waterfall problems would be far harder in reverse. But this one is the end; the walls 
are too smooth, sheer and high to be climbed even without sacks, and the waterfall 
is a drop of some 20 metres. Eventually in the dark I find the equivalent of an inland 
blow-hole, wide enough to squeeze into and thereafter narrow enough to bridge my 
way down. Partly wet, the first few metres are not too bad, but then it narrows and 
the sack has to come off and be jammed in the crack above me, thereby removing 
the faint little bit of light that I had. Slither on down, and at last a ledge; I grope 
around some more and find that I am coming out of the roof at the back of a cave, 
with a soft silt floor, and which is on the same level as the next bit of river. I return 
for the sack and to guide Clare, and we've made it. We sleep there on the silt; lovely 
and dry, although still with the deafening roar of the waterfall to lull us to sleep. We 
cook supper and sleep easily; definitely an epic day.'

Two days later . ..

'The dawn reveals our position to be Lazib Addarnane; still no sign of the 
muleteer or his beast, so we continue at a good pace, contouring high round a long 
spur affording superb views of the superb terracing of the village Annamer further 
down in the valley. We then come down steeply to our first signs of tourism since 
Meknes: we have reached the last stretch of road to Setti Fadma, the Eastern 
gateway to Toubkal country. Road salesmen abound, as does traffic and mules. We 
are right down at 1300m; the road has Mediterranean type houses set well back 
from the road itself, and we have to stop on it for lunch - not the most idyllic of 
settings, but at least we can get down to the river nearby and have a last all-in wash 
(to the evident horror of the Nikon-bearing tourists), before attacking the Toubkal 
route.

As Collomb's guide had warned us, we are approached by several would-be 
guides, saying the route was a difficult and dangerous one; I forestalled all offers of 
assistance by saying that we have been here many times before and that on the 
contrary, the route was simple. In fact Collomb recommends a man with local 
knowledge for the route, however he also states that the Tichka Road to Setti 
Fadma stretch can be done in two, preferably three days; it takes us one and a half. 
Besides, the map reveals no big problems through the Kassaria gorge system, and 
we have managed very well up to now. Our route combines all the best features of 
the Toubkal Region: the Ourika valley as far as Tiourdioune, where we stop after 
the first half day, then the Kassaria gorge Southwards, where we have no route 
finding problems at all, except that Clare feels ill again so we stop by 10 and don't 
start again until 5. That night we almost reach the col halfway to Tizi-n-Ourai, at 
about 3100m. Next day Clare is rather better; in fact we actually overtake several 
mules on the ascent to Tizi-n-Ourai and breakfast happily on the col, watching 
them puffing up the last bit towards us. A fast descent to Amsouzart (1740m), 
where I squeeze getting on for '/4 pint of pus from a greatly swollen Berber foot. We 
are then accompanied by three small boys up to Lac D'lfni for lunch (2300m). 
Toubkal is in full view; not a trace of snow at all; in fact the best view of the Toubkal 
chain was from Tizi-n-Ourai at breakfast. Our second ever lake is as welcome as the 
first, and this time Clare too can enjoy a good swim. Several other parties are up 
there too; it is an overnight halt for the mule trade, and we are treated to tea and 
coffee. I swim most of the way across the lake in order to look up the steep valley we
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are taking next to Tizi-n-Ouanoums, from where we plan to do "the most accessible 
sporting way up to Toubkal", the WSW (Ouanoums) ridge (III-), Clare's 
confidence permitting. That night we sleep out at 3450m, about an hour from the 
Ouanoums col. In fact I think Clare will be fine; she has dealt with several 
impromptu steep bits of climbing up to now. We start before dawn, as the guide 
says 5 hours for the route from the col. At the col we have breakfast, eating all our 
remaining fresh food and ditching the petrol for the stove. Recently we have been 
able to make fires to cook over, and in any case the petrol stove has not performed 
well since we fuelled it with Moroccan Petroil at a pump on the Tichka road. The 
Neltner Hut after Toubkal will supply gas cheaply, then it is only a day's walk to 
Ijoukak and the Tizi-n-Test road. The WSW Ridge is easily the best documented 
climb in the Collomb guidebook: a full page description plus three photos means 
that we can hardly go wrong. The first pitch goes well; I climb just above Clare and 
the sacks present little problem. The climb is a pleasing one to do (described as "By 
Alpine standards quite a good rock climb on mostly sound granite"), and we have 
first class visibility and the morning sun picking out the lines nicely and warming 
the rock for us. Claire gains confidence quickly, and there is hardly a noticeable 
difference between the relative standards of the pitches. Ten pitches are completed, 
and this is rock climbing as it should be; a means of reaching an objective in the 
most satisfying way, over warm dry rock with a sharp purchase, and with 
magnificent views below on both sides. We are relaxed, in a beautifully silent world. 
The hardest pitch is one of descent, and I spend some time finding the easiest way 
down; there are several, but all with a slight overhang needing strong fingers for a 
short while. I choose the route with the tricky bit nearest the bottom, and after 
swinging around the last few metres to find some better holds for Clare I touch 
down and she follows. No trouble until the lowest stage, and that looks fine, almost 
there, and then to my horror she comes off. Clare lands on her back, cushioned well 
by the sack, and then rolls towards me before coming to rest. She fell about 2 
metres, but is only lightly scratched and shaken - willing to continue, although I 
think a rest is in order first. That's the worst over, we avoid a pitch of IV that is out 
of the sun, and then we make the top of the climbing section in about an hour. 
Extremely pleased with ourselves we stroll up the rest of the scree and stand on the 
summit of Toubkal (4167m), an hour inside the guidebook time; not bad as Clare 
has never climbed before. Three others share the top of the world with us; they are 
Moroccans and offer to send us copies of the photos they take of us perched on the 
summit triangle. We slither down to the Neltner Hut in half the guidebook time, to 
cook a well-deserved lunch. The hut is crowded; Toubkal is said to be the Snowdon 
of the Atlas; we create space for ourselves by spreading out the last few maps and 
tracing our route over a couple of weeks. It never fails to impress, and here is no 
exception - even the qualified guides, glad to be momentarily rid of their tourist 
employers, draw round and chatter, asking about route details, timings, conditions, 
and occasionally people. Clare cooks lunch and then sleeps, as we plan to walk on in 
the evening. As we haven't much food, we decide to cook another large meal later in 
the afternoon, using the gas while we can, and starve tomorrow.

We leave the climbing fraternity at the Neltner Hut (3106m) and in under two 
hours are at the Tizi-n-Ouagane col (3735m), starting the long descent of the 
Agoundis valley to Ijoukak. We get to about 2500m and then sleep under some huge 
boulders, to the tuneless howling of nearby mouflon. The morning produces tea 
and coffee (our first from Berbers - using goats' milk) from some shepherds, and 
then after a slow meandering haul before lunch, we reach a mammoth outcrop of
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blackberries; the temptation is too much and we stop early for lunch. Clare is not 
feeling too good again, so just as well that a good mule trail takes us to the roadhead 
village of Tijricht above Ijoukak. It is dark, and we are now so low that almost all the 
pathside land is cultivated; we have to get out of the village to find somewhere to 
sleep, but it might be even so hard to find. We stop at a dimly lit boutique at the side 
of the path, where to our delight we find all the usual comforts; sardines, biscuits, 
tins of condensed milk and jam. I approach one or two villagers for bread; on being 
successful I ask if there is any chance of an earth floor anywhere that we can sleep. 
We are both rather tired, and only want floorspace to stretch out on and nibble 
something before going to sleep. Word has already got round about our walk 
however, and someone offers straightaway; we are led off into the dark alleyways of 
the village. These villages are always a constant source of wonder to us; literally a 
maze of streets and rooms, often the main mule path will go right through a house; 
often one walks through a tunnel with even more narrower streets branching off, or 
mysterious staircases leading away. We are shown a lovely room with two beds; far 
beyond what we asked about, but we are too tired to protest. Our sacks are taken 
from our shoulders, and we are given Berber tunics to wear; clean white cool robes 
and soft slippers. The room is locked behind us, and I am given the key, then we are 
led away to the main house. Clare is afraid we are going to be faced with a 
sunstantial bill at the end of this, but I have a feeling that, while these people are 
evidently used to accommodating walkers, they recognise that we are a rather more 
genuine couple, and are offering their hospitality in the best possible sense. The 
whole family - ten or so - are out to meet us, and we are waited on hand and foot the 
whole night long, from the tiniest child to the most elderly grandparent. Coffee 
first, then two great bowls of hot porridge, followed by a pause as the main course is 
got ready. Piles of almonds are at hand to pick at, and there is a constant stream of 
conversation, usually about what we have seen along the route, and about England. 
We are even offered a mule to take us along the road to Ijoukak, but we decline; even 
so one of the older children comes in with us to buy provisions. Clare is still queezy, 
but couldn't allow herself to miss out on all this, whatever her stomach feels like 
tomorrow. We all sit up late talking, and someone goes back to the little room for the 
sacks; we sleep in the main house with the family. We get up as early as we promise, 
ready to move at 5.45, yet we are made to eat breakfast and still more loaves are 
thrust upon us before finally setting off. As always, we promise to write - in fact this 
is an excellent way of repaying hospitality, as all the Berber families we met took 
great pride in showing us their letters from abroad.
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Book Reviews

"Quest for Adventure". Chris Bonington. Hodder & Stoughton, 1981. £14.95

Chris Bonington's reputation is built not just on his ability as a climber but 
also on the way he can write and talk about his expeditions. Most of his books are 
autobiographical, describing mountaineering expeditions that he has led or has 
been otherwise involved in. "Quest for Adventure" is very different. It is an 
attempt to explain why people embark on dangerous, lonely or exhausting 
expeditions by describing twenty one that have taken place in the period 1945 to 
1980.

Mountaineering only occupies about a third of the book. Various ocean-going 
expeditions from Kon-Tiki to rowing the Atlantic and solo circumnavigations get 
similar coverage. The other third is made up of adventures in deserts, the polar 
regions, the Blue Nile, ballooning, cave diving and the first moon landing. Many of 
the journeys are solo with minimal equipment and other resources. Space travel 
aside, the remainder are mainly small expeditions, not the almost military style that 
became common in the period covered.

Only one of Bonington's own expeditions - Annapurna South Face - is 
included although he was present as a journalist on one of the trips on the Blue Nile 
that is described. Much of the narrative is therefore secondhand in marked contrast 
to his other books. However, his personal knowledge of many of the subjects, 
especially the mountaineers, shows through. The chapters also differ in the way 
that the topics are approached; some give more historical detail of earlier attempts, 
others give more space to the character and personality of those involved. The main 
theme of each chapter is the central people involved in one expedition. This variety 
and that of the expeditions described helps to make the book easy to read.

By concentrating on the last thirty five years, much of it will strike a chord in 
many memories. There are plenty of maps, drawings and photographs to help the 
reader. The expeditions are all the subject of longer books but I found the twenty or 
so pages devoted to each one here adequate to get across the main features and to 
attempt to understand the motivation of the participants. At the individual level I 
think that he is successful. The final chapter attempts to draw some conclusions on 
the common elements. I found this the least satisfactory. Apart from the 
suggestions that being in control of the risks and at one with the environment are 
important, the rest of the chapter seemed inconclusive. Perhaps this is just as well: 
if man understood why he did everything that he did life would become pretty 
boring, no-one would embark on adventures such as those described and there 
would be fewer books such as this to fire the imagination.

Brian Waters

"Kongur". Chris Bonington. Hodder & Stoughton, 1982. £9.95

Basically "Kongur" gave the chance to rejuvenate the time-honoured business 
of telling the total expedition story, and it is one which has been well taken. The area 
has been off the climbing maps since Mustagh Ata was covered by the boots and 
pens of Shipton and Tilman in about 1950. Few parties would be prepared to 
negotiate matters of access for eight years, nor could any engineer sponsorship on
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such a massive scale. Judged by the Base Camp cost of £8 per head per day, China, 
it would seem, is planning to get cash from visiting expeditions on a scale undreamt 
of by rival Himalayan centres.

The inclusion of high altitude medical research as an equally important 
objective again extended the scope of the expedition, and even a reconnaissance 
visit was needed. The most erudite medical findings are put discreetly into one of 
many appendices. These have nearly a dozen authors and vary from the erudite and 
detailed to the superficial and pretentious.

The book, printed in a large format, is superbly and profusely illustrated, 
predominantly in colour. The sketch maps are good, while the story itself unfolds 
with great clarity and readability. The author does well to highlight the interest in 
each facet of the story, and there is much that is reminiscent of Frank Smythe's 
Himalayan writing, in that the actual climbing is hardly the dominant element of 
the book. It was undoubtedly a well-planned expedition which achieved all its 
major objectives and from which everyone returned safely. There was a cordial 
atmosphere on the expedition and this spills over into the writing which is 
essentially descriptive.

How rare it is to find a Himalayan book free from endless tales of dysentry, 
striking porters, doss houses, rural squalor and grinding poverty. Perhaps China is 
destined to become the up-market end of the expedition experience where the 
culture shocks have least impact.

A snip at its remaindered 1984 price. ('Phone Hon. Ed. for a copy.)

"Savage Arena". Joe Tasker. Methuen, 1982. £9.95

Although at the same price as "Kongur" this is a less lavish production. Its 
format is almost as large yet are no double page photographic spreads to benefit 
from the spacious layout. In fact the photographs, entirely black and white, extend 
to only 24 plates and even those are nearly all sub-divided, looking like indifferent 
prints taken from wide angle colour slides.

Tasker describes half a dozen climbs of which the most trivial is the north face 
of the Eiger in winter. He comes across as brutally direct and uncompromising, and 
very hard indeed, just like his climbs. There is an endless catalogue of hardship, 
exhaustion, and relentless determination in the face of difficulties and dangers of a 
rare order. Conventional rewards like pleasure and satisfaction are spread thinly, 
and it is difficult to identify with either the man or with his motivations, least of all 
with his routes.

Apart from his account of the 1978 K2 expedition, led by Chris Bonington, he 
described two-man ascents, of Dunagiri and Changabang, adding the indulgence of 
a third man for the extra height of Kangchengunga and a return to K2. Unlike 
Bonington he writes little about logistics, or the marshalling of loads, and there is 
not a lot of straight description. We get, instead, a highly introspective style with 
much analysis of motives and a fairly vigorous pursuit of prejudices against wealth, 
power and organisation.

Tasker's first venture into book length writing was "Everest: The Cruel Way". 
That is such a dull and unattractive book that it is something of a relief to find that
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in "Savage Arena" he has written a worthy epitaph, as well as an exciting and finely 
drawn statement of the appallingly marginal nature of pioneering at the sharp end 
of contemporary Himalayan developments.

"Scotland". A. Poucher. Constable, 1980, 200pp. £9.95

This is Poucher's first book in colour and consists of 101 colour photographs of 
Scottish mountain scenery. The reader is taken from Arran north to Cape Wrath, 
then south again. All seasons and all weathers favourable to photography are 
included in this impressive collection and the quality of reproduction never fails. 
The captions are brief and mainly serve to indicate walking and climbing routes and 
favourable viewpoints.

The all encompassing title 'Scotland' may mislead bookshop browsers 
unaware of Poucher's longstanding reputation as Britain's most prolific mountain 
photographer. However to those more used to the restricted quality of the black and 
white photographs with superimposed numbered routes in his guidebooks, this 
book is a welcome revelation of his true skills.

I find the book most useful on winter evenings when planning the next year's 
Scottish trips - perhaps another day on the favourite Mamores - or a roundup of the 
northernmost Munros this year, it's time I increased my tally. Some pages evoke 
memories of peaks climbed but never seen - his weather seems better than mine, or 
perhaps he is more patient. Altogether a must for all with the slightest affinity for 
the Highlands.

Jill Cooper

"Filming the Impossible". Leo Dickinson. Jonathan Cape, 1982. £12.50

Although the book includes chapters on ballooning, canoeing and parachuting 
it is primarily about mountaineering. The coated paper and the stunning colour 
photographs make this a delightful book to handle. The only disadvantage is that 
the high quality of the presentation almost insulates the reader from the 
adventures. Part of this problem stems from the length of time over which the 
incidents are being recalled, up to twelve years in the case of the original Eiger film. 
This occasionally leads to a commentary or dialogue which seems to be rather 
contrived. By the time the book ends, with the description of recent sky-diving, the 
pace of the pen has quickened and the action is plainly hair-raising. There is the 
further suspicion that any author who is deeply concerned with lens lengths, 
aperture sizes and shutter speeds can only have half his mind on the action and will 
therefore be giving us only half the story. Of the events which refute this worry 
none could be a better illustration than Dickinson's account of his filming of Eric 
Jones' first British solo ascent of the north face of the Eiger. Quite apart from the 
gripping nature of being dropped on to the climb and later being lifted from it by 
helicopter, the concern for a close friend comes through strongly, and on these are 
superimposed ones admiration for the audacious technical ingenuity, and the skill 
which went into the filming.
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"Classic Walks". K. Wilson & R. Gilbert. Diadem, 1982. £17.95

"Classic Walks" is the second walking book in Wilson and Gilbert's pictorial 
saga of the mountain world. It was published in 1982 so many readers will have seen 
it already and this is perhaps a reason for me to begin with my conclusion - buy it. 
Obviously it will not appeal to everyone, and there are members of the M. A. M. who 
even regard maps with grave suspicion and to them predigested routes are 
presumably anathema, but its photographs alone make it worth its fairly heavy 
price tag. In fact at least one Book Club is beginning to offer volumes from this 
series as loss leaders or enticements so it may be possible to get it for 50p plus the 
usual commitment.

One of the favourite games of mountaineers is tick collecting - route ticks in 
guidebooks, photo ticks from the illustrations and even people ticks gained by a 
glimpse of Fawcett or others of that ilk on the crag. Walkers of course have long had 
splendid sources of ticks in Monro's Tables and in the Wainwrights and Pouchers, 
but these are fairly exhaustive and therefore exhausting to complete. There is also 
an attraction in a select list of routes which have been labelled "Classic" and are 
therefore, in theory at least, the best that are available. This raised the question of 
what it is that makes a walk worthy of this classification. The authors discuss this in 
their introduction and say that to qualify a walk must not only be of the highest 
quality but must also be long established. Both are undoubtedly true of some routes 
such as "The Snowdon Horseshoe" (in "Big Walks"), which showed its popularity 
by achieving the highest score in a poll of the top ten walks organised by Climber 
and Rambler some time back. "Helvellyn by Striding Edge" and "Across the 
Cuillin by Loch Coruisk" also qualify, but others lack the historical background for 
example "Explorations in Trotternish" or "Deepest Meirionydd - Arenig Fawr 
and Rhobell Fawr" - not that the Rhobells are not in some ways more attractive 
than the crowded midden of Yr Wyddfa! The dilution of the concept is probably 
partly a result of an attempt to get an equitable geographical distribution which has 
the advantage of ensuring that you are likely to have a neighbourhood Classic and 
also introduces walks of strongly contrasting character.

The quibble about "Classic" is not really a complaint as all the walks are worth 
doing on their own terms even some such as "The Western Peak by the Gritstone 
Trail" which have a somewhat inconsequential line. I do have one small grouse 
though, half the walks are linear so that you end up rather a long way from your 
starting point. This is moderately unavoidable with passes such as the Lairig Ghru 
and with coastal walks but in these days of almost non-existent public transport can 
lead to unnecessary logistic problems elsewhere.

Finally I should add a word on the descriptions themselves. Those that I have 
tried have been adequate and not overdetailed, but their most attractive feature is 
their enthusiasm which can give a new shine to trips which perhaps have become 
overfamiliar.

John Mackintosh
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"Total Alpinism". Rene Desmaison. Granada, 1982. £12.50

At first sight this was just another autobiography, and with only 200 pages and 
14 black and white plates it looked like a straightforward rip-off. However, the 
author was the technical adviser to Galibier for their Super R.D. boots which had 
so transformed my ideas on Alpine and winter climbing that I went deep into my 
wallet almost as a token of gratitude. And then the half dozen climbs which he 
describes included ones on which I'd spent a few days, usually in retreat, so there 
was self-indulgent element in the purchase. Actually, dear reader, I mislead, for 
whereas my encounters with the selected routes were in high summer, most of 
Desmaison's climbs are done in the depths of winter.

The first half of the book is fairly unremarkable. It begins with a good crisp 
account of a controversial rescue off the west face of Dru which raises some 
fascinating and rather uncomfortable questions, notably on the bureaucracy 
surrounding Mountain Rescue at Chamonix. Thereafter the book slides into a 
routine, but powerfully written mould of one climb to each chapter, although it is 
interesting to note that the ascent of Jannu gets less than two sides, and is by far the 
shortest chapter in the book. There seemed to be only one day of interesting 
climbing on the Jannu expedition and even that was compromised by oxygen and 
fixed ropes. The theme of the other climbs is broadly constant -lots of difficulty, 
and danger, lots of suffering, lots of worry about storms or their threat; but always it 
is combined by an exquisite awareness of beauty, and of course being the view from 
the author's back yard, nothing is quite as beautiful as the north face of the Grandes 
Jorasses about which so much of the book is written.

The second half of the book is nothing less than extraordinary. It is a pitch by 
pitch account of the 1971 winter climb, with Serge Gousseault, up the Direttissima 
on the north face of the Jorasses, between the Shroud and the Walker Spur. The 
detail is minute and the translation by Jane Taylor is superb. Although the outline 
of the story had already been told in Mountain (and been available in French for 10 
years) for sheer thrilling narrative this is the supreme piece of mountain writing. 
The overwhelming presence of danger and skill, and the setting of the struggle 
against a background of storm and human frailty and transcending beauty, 
combine to produce the most compelling reading. Among my four hundred or so 
books on mountaineering are dozens which I have re-read and which I still find 
totally engaging. This however is unique. After reading the book one evening I 
slept as fitfully as if I was personally on the climb, or about to do it. Eventually I 
could only resolve the problem of my insomnia by getting out of bed and reading on 
to the bitter end. Two years later Desmaison actually repeated the climb, with two 
companions, finishing in a storm so fierce that he could not stand up, and of which 
he wrote, "It is for such moments of triumph and success as this that the mountains 
exact their pitiless toll. Logic asks why; but the question itself is meaningless. Only 
the passion and the agony are real."

"Land of the Lakes". Melvyn Bragg. Seeker & Warburg, 1983. £9.95

This book describes many aspects of the English Lake District and, as one 
would expect of the author, brought up and living there, is written in an 
enthusiastic and very readable style. It is beautifully and aptly illustrated.
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The mood of the book is well defined by its first two sentences. "There is 
nowhere like it in the world. Mountains as ancient as almost any other on the planet, 
a history in stone and sculpture which can be seen today in monuments as 
spectacular as you can imagine and a people whose roots and struggles have 
civilised a wilderness yet kept its nature magically intact."

It starts with a chapter on the geological beginnings of the district and goes on 
to the history of its people from the Bronze Age onwards, including their work and 
society and their particular sports, such as wrestling, hound trailing and fox 
hunting. There is an engaging chapter on language including 1 19 dialect words for 
"to beat" ranging from "bang" through "dander" and "larrup" to "yedder".

The opening up of the area during the last 200 years is thoughtfully discussed, 
and the authors and painters are well described and illustrated. There is a wealth of 
anecdote throughout the book.

Rock climbing is included, mainly from a historical aspect, starting with 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge's description of a descent of Broad Stand in 1802 and 
working through the golden oldies in a lively way, but there is little about modern 
developments.

A delightful and well produced book which, though not dealing much with 
rock climbing as such, enhances one's memories of days spent in the Lake District 
and expectations of days to come.

Ted Lloyd

"Mountains of the Pyrenees". Kev Reynolds. Cicerone Press, 1982. £10.00

When Kev Reynolds' "Walks and Climbs in the Pyrenees" came out just 
before the M.A.M. meet in the Pyrenees in 1979, it seemed to many members to be 
an outstandingly concise store of useful information, and superb value at £1.80. It 
took the form of 100 selected walks and scrambles with a dozen sketchmaps and a 
similar number of photographs. As a guidebook it did not cater for the serious 
climber, but its information was detailed, accurate, up to date, useful and its 
outings well selected. So good was that guidebook that when "Mountains of the 
Pyrenees" was published in 1982, by the same author and the same publisher, I 
bought a copy with barely a glance, confidently expecting that I had bought the best 
book on the Pyrenees in the English language.

Basically, however, it is little more than an elaborate restatement of what is in 
the guidebook. There is some attempt to be comprehensive in the approach but the 
sections on physical geography are lightweight or inaccurate. We are told, for 
instance, that the Pyrenees were formed during the relentless upheavals of Tertiary 
times, between 50-100 million years ago. In his following paragraph, "The erosion 
of Catalonion heights is due to Mediterranean dryness and heat", and on the next 
page, "The recession of Pyrean glaciers is due to a combination of the range's 
southerly lattitude and to the influence of Mediterranean air-streams". Even the 
spelling suggests that we have no better than an eager sixth-former at work. If 
anything is to be said about Pyrenean weather and climate, then surely reference 
should be made to the weather station on the summit of the Pie du Midi de Bigorre 
where, amongst other things, meteorology is marketed to visitors, with tours of the
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observatory and cosy, illustrated lectures.

The general approach is historical and when he is dealing with Mont Perdu 
(Monte Perdido) and the Maladetta Massif the detail and interest is sustained at a 
fine level. Unfortunately between the two main sections of the book, a straight 
historical survey and a regional summary, there is some irritating repetition notably 
with the story surrounding the first ascent of the Couloir de Gaube.

The treatment of the rock climbing is disappointing in its lack of accuracy, 
detail and realism. The north west ridge of the Petit Astazou both looks and is one of 
the best climbs on the range. The north face of the Taillon is a succession of scree 
covered ledges interspersed with short crumbling walls which should only be 
climbed when it is held together by ice and snow. Mr. Reynolds, however, 
describes them in the same words and the same sentence. The north Pillar of the 
Arbizon has one loose hard VS pitch and little else that is very memorable. The 
walk to it is delightful but the climb is never, as he claims, one of the most difficult 
routes in the Pyrenees, nor one of the finest. The north face of the Pene Blanque is 
mentioned without comment, but with the exception of a first season descent of the 
Nantillons glacier one hot afternoon, I found its ascent one of the most harrowing 
half days that I could recall in the mountains. A great deal of the aid to which 
reference is made has now been eliminated including that in the much vaunted 
north face of the Pilier de 1'Embarradere, and the Pic du Midi d'Ossau no longer 
rings incessantly to the peg hammer any more than does the Tre Cime di Lavaredo. 
Not surprisingly the best regional account is that of the Eastern Heights where 
there is least rock climbing to be covered. The book is illustrated by about seventy 
black and white photographs approximately half a dozen of which are of climbers in 
action. The matt paper gives indifferent reproductions and no advantage is ever 
taken of the large page size. For a photographic flavour of the Pyrenees it is best to 
look at "Les Pyrenees; Les 100 Plus Belles Courses et Randonnees" by Patrice de 
Bellefon.

The language is unusually turgid, with many purple passages and much that is 
just long winded. Many of the climbs are said to have been forced irrespective of the 
number of pegs on the first ascent. The style changes in the appendices to 
something much more factual and straightforward. The notes for climbers and 
walkers are of great potential value but simply out of place in a book of this size 
which cannot go into a rucksack. The references are given on a sub-regional basis 
and are very repetitive. All the references to modern climbs in the magazines 
"Mountain" and La Montagne are ignored, and no mention is made of the 
quarterly Revue Pyreneenne published by the Pyrenean section sof the C. A.F. The 
High Level Route just gets a mention but is not located, while the rival G.R.10 
could be on the moon. There are some welcome pages on flowers in which the 
limestone parts of the range are outstandingly rich, but the French concept of a 
national park, of which there are four in the Pyrenees, goes unmentioned, as do the 
bears.

"More than seventy years after it first appeared, Belloc's "The Pyrenees" 
remains the best general guide to the range". This is the author's own dismal 
comment on a sadly missed opportunity to produce a general survey worthy of the 
range. By all means buy the guidebook by Kev Reynolds if you are planning to visit 
the Pyrenees but leave his "Mountains of the Pyrenees" on the retailers' shelves. At 
£10 I was robbed . ..
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"Lakeland's Greatest Pioneers: 100 Years of Rock Climbing. Bill Birkett.
Hale, 1983. £'8.95

The author chooses eleven men who have made major contributions to the 
history of rock climbing in the Lake District: Haskett Smith, O. G. Jones, Botterill, 
Herford, Kelly, A. T. Hargreaves, J. Birkett, Peascod, Dolphin, Austin and 
Livesey. Each of them gets a potted biography and is placed in a hierarchy of 
improving equipment and rising standards. As befits a writer who has done many of 
the climbs and who has known several of his subjects the text is lively and 
interesting.

The biographies seem to be cast in a remarkably consistent and heroic mould, 
with their characters and their climbs reading as unflawed panegyrics. The earliest 
developments in Lake District climbing, up to 1914, are chronicled in more detail 
in "The First Tigers" by Alan Hankinson (re-issued in paperback 1984, £5.95) or 
"Mountaineering in Britain" by dark & Pyatt, so that the first four biographies 
cover familiar ground. As a history it is not as rigorous in its acknowledgements nor 
as accurate in its dates as one would wish. Part of this criticism arises from a more 
general complaint about the proof reading. The spelling of the names of people and 
places contains so many irritating mistakes that one is driven to question the 
accuracy of the events and the commentary.

Despite these irritations the book nevertheless remains interesting. 
Particularly when the story reaches the years dominated by Jim, his father, and the 
still more recent years, there is the freshness of close personal knowledge about the 
text which makes it a pleasure to read.
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1983 BOOK OF THE YEAR

This must go to Diadem on their decision to issue an omnibus edition of all 
seven of the mountain-travel books of H. W. Tilman. Whilst there are cheap 
editions of "Snow on the Equator" and "The Ascent of NandaDevi", occasionally 
to be found in secondhand bookshops, it is worth remembering that the other five 
books ("When Men and Mountains Meet"; "Everest 1938"; "Two Mountains and 
a River"; "China to Chitral"; and "Nepal Himalaya") never went into second 
editions. Accordingly these first editions are in short supply and if bought from a 
specialist mountaineering bookseller would cost about £200 more than this edition. 
For that you would get about 200 photographs more than the 70 or so black and 
whites which are now on offer. The photographs in the omnibus edition are 
different from those which accompanied the first editions. The texts, however, are 
unabridged and complete with maps. With an introduction and appendices by Jim 
Perrin there are, in all, nearly 900 pages for £12.95. It must be the bargain of the 
decade. With a bit of luck Diadem might even follow this up with a similar 
collection of the books of Shipton.
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The Summit

Alone they stand, 
Divided, yet 
As one. 
Motionless, serene.

Aeons pass and
Neither moves from their
Domain 'midst the boulders.

Even the foot of man, driven by 
Vaulting ambition is 
Endured in silence.

Baf Jones
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Obituaries
OLIVER JONES

Some twelve years ago, thumbing through a New Zealand weekly magazine, I 
noticed a picture of a familiar scrum-capped figure. The simple caption read 
something like "Oliver Jones celebrates his 65th Birthday playing for the 
O.E.Exiles XV at Solihull". Apparently all N.Z. readers would know not only 
where Solihull was and who the O.E.Exiles were, but they would also probably 
know of Oliver Jones! He was that kind of man.

On leaving school in 1923 he joined a family engineering business but after 4 
years decided to seek his fortune in Canada. The depression prevented his progress 
in farming and after a variety of jobs he decided to go to South Dakota. When asked 
for his permanent address at the U.S. border he replied typically, "Wherever I can 
hang my hat". Not unexpectedly he was refused entry. Undeterred by this minor 
setback it is reported that he just walked across the frontier at a remote place and 
remained undetected for some months before being granted a visa. Five years and 
fifty jobs (including coalman, snow harvesting, lumberjacking and aircraft 
construction) later, he decided to return home to the family business in 1933.

Mountaineering was but one of his many recreational interests which included 
amateur dramatics (backstage), Scottish dancing (including Bagpipe accom 
paniment), Rugby (on and off the field) and Cricket (camp follower to English 
touring side to S. Africa). He joined the M. A.M. in 1948 and was a founder member 
of the Oread Club. He was for some years a regular attender at Fort William Easter 
Meets and traditionally ascended (and on at least one occasion rapidly descended) 
Gardyloo Gully. More recently he has stayed independently at Rhu Mhor, possibly 
to enjoy his own pace on the mountains since the renewal of both hips. So successful 
was this operation that within 18 months he had attained the summits of Table 
Mountain and Ben Nevis amongst others.

Less well known (for he preferred it thus) were his unobtrusively performed 
good works for others. He was very involved in a Stroke Club, a Mentally Disabled 
Club and an Over 60 Club, and was a loyal supporter of his local Baptist Church in 
Moseley. It was there on 26th April, 1983 that a large gathering of his friends saw 
him "carried off the field" for the last time by six of his old rugby team-mates. This 
he expressly asked for.

J.G.B.

BOB DA VIS
Bob Da vis died in February 1982 aged 68 years. He had suffered indifferent 

health for a number of years but had been very ill for his last few months.

Bob joined the Club in 1937 and benefited in those early years from the 
encouragement of Frank Wallbank whom he always remembered with great 
affection. It was, however, in the immediate post-war period that Bob became a 
very active Club Member using Glen Dena extensively and going on a number of 
Club Alpine Meets. In 1950 he became Hon. Organiser of Meets.

Club activities had, however, to take a back seat on his appointment as 
Headmaster of a large Comprehensive School in Scarborough, where he pioneered
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Outdoor Pursuit Activities for pupils in Hast Yorkshire. He was also very active 
both as .Warden on the North York Moors and as an Examiner for the Duke of 
Edinburgh Award Scheme.

Recently he was invited to join the Warnock Committee which studied for 
some years the feasibility of integrating handicapped children into the systems of 
General Education.

Our sympathies are extended to his widow, Pat, and to his three daughters and 
their families.

F.M.C.

JOHN DONKIN
Mr. John Donkin, who died on 26th July, 1983 was President of the M.A.M. 

in 1949/57.

He was one of the quiet, self-effacing members who was known to and 
appreciated by the older members who relied on their boots and a rope without any 
ironmongery. He was a competent and skilful climber and a very good companion 
on the hills.

He was a regular supporter of meets and lectures, and himself in 1938 led a 
very successful meet at Saas-Fee which those who attended will remember with 
pleasure. He had made many other climbs in Switzerland as well as in North Wales 
and Skye. (Bulletin No.4 (1937) has an article by John on Cornish Cliffs; and 
Bulletin No.6 (1939) carries an account of his own Saas-Fee meet).

John was an engineer by profession and spent some years in the United States 
where he was able to visit the Adirondacks, Catskill Mountains and the Yosemite 
Valley.

He was a member of the Alpine Club when he joined the M.A.M. in 1929. The 
name Donkin was well known in the Alpine Club. One of his forebears, W. F. 
Donkin*, was lost with a companion on one of the peaks of the Caucasus in 1888.

W.O.D.

MARJORIE STYCH
It was with great regret that we learned of the death of Marjorie, in hospital at 

Birmingham on 7th January, 1984. She was 72.

The elder daughter of a Birmingham goldsmith, she graduated from 
Birmingham University and taught biology at Weirfield School. There she passed

* Some of his photographs were used in the Badminton Library volume on 
Mountaineering by C. T. Dent (1892), Whymper's 'Scrambles' (Nelson c.1900) and 
other 19th century mountaineering books.
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on her tremendous enthusiasm for science, and her love of nature, especially 
flowers. She became Senior Mistress in 1958, and for ten years, until she retired in 
1973, she was the last Headmistress of Weirfield before its amalgamation with 
Taunton School.

She was a member of the Mary Street (Taunton) Unitarian Chapel, and for 
many years its Secretary and Treasurer. She believed intensely that the Unitarian 
Churches have a vital part to play in the religious life of our time, and that is why she 
gave them so much time and devoted service. She was a Lay Preacher, and very 
dear to her heart was the Solihull Fellowship which she set up with Dorothy.

She joined the M.A.M. in 1947, and took a number of parties of young people 
from the congregation to Glan Dena in the 1960s, with the active support of Priestly 
Phillips and Andrew Kamper.

Her memorial service, held in Birmingham on 18th February, was attended by 
170 people. To her many friends and admirers, and especially to her sister Dorothy, 
we extend our deep sympathy.

Marjorie Stych

DAVID OWEN HUGHES
Dave Hughes died in a fall from the Hornli Ridge of the Matterhorn in August 

1984 while descending after having completed an ascent in good time. It appears 
probably to have been a simple slip on steep but easy ground, after he and his 
companion had decided to unrope. He is buried in Zermatt.

I first met Dave through the Stoats when I was a Fresher at Birmingham 
University and he was just starting to work for his PhD in the Chemistry
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Department. He seemed to progress through his student days without apparent 
effort and on receiving his PhD moved to work for I.C. I. at Billingham. A few years 
later he felt the call to return to University circles and obtained a post as lecturer in 
Chemistry at Keele University. Unfortunately, this was not long before the major 
student unrest which occurred at the end of the 1960s. Dave was not happy with 
what he saw and also had serious doubts about the longterm career prospects in this 
field. He moved again, this time to join the staff of African Explosive and Chemical 
Industries, one of the largest industrial concerns in South Africa and, in effect, 
I.C.I.'s representation there. This proved to be a constructive move, and he 
advanced through the company, until at the time of his death he held the senior post 
of research manager.

Dave was in the Stoats at a time when the men of influence were of strong 
character and only too ready to revel in student freedoms. This, coupled with his 
strong competitive instinct and his view, repeated only a few days before his death 
(only partly tongue-in-cheek) that everything should be done to excess, produced a 
person who was naturally at the forefront of every endeavour, be it responsible or 
outrageous. He was a good all-round sportsman, keen on cricket and rugby, then 
becoming an excellent squash player. He climbed steadily and with dedication at 
home, in the Alps and in Africa, being one of the group who brought the Stoat's 
climbing from the doldrums to respectability in the early 1960s. Particularly he 
became a leader in the subtle competitive interplay between the members of 
whatever group he was in, be it the Stoats, the MAM or the Cleveland 
Mountaineering Club. At Keele he became a leading light in the University 
Mountaineering Club and then a pacemaker in the Johannesburg expatriate British 
climbing scene, his activities ranging through the Transvaal, Cape Province, the 
Drakensberg, Southwest Africa and Mount Kenya.

Despite family, work, climbing and high standard squash, his competitive 
spirit needed still further outlet. This he found in the form of longdistance running, 
booming in South Africa even more than in the U.K. Despite not starting until 
soon before he was classed as a Veteran (much to his disgust), he was soon running 
marathons and double marathons with very little specific preparation. Perhaps 
typical would be for him to climb on Saturday, go to a party on Saturday night and 
run a marathon on Sunday.

Through all this he was ever present and setting the pace in all that he did. He 
excelled at his work, and one feels that he may well have been destined for posts 
even more senior than his last one. He was a committee member of his section of the 
Mountain Club of South Africa, climbing guide writer and Chairman of his Sports 
Club. In whatever he did the urge to test himself was always there, to the extent of 
ceaselessly measuring himself against other people and others against himself. It 
gave him great delight to display the triumph of the cunning of age over the 
strength of youth.

He said recently that perhaps good luck was only the product of making the 
right decisions, even though at the time the reasons for the decisions may not have 
been obvious. He seemed to come through all his scrapes by always making the 
right decisions. Despite his driving and sometimes rather uncompromising exterior 
he had considerable charm and a great sensitivity to the needs and weaknesses of 
others, possessed of a quiet and understated practicality, honest and loyal. Though 
he had a strong sense of what was morally right, he was a realist and under no
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illusions about the world or country in which he lived. He could easily see and 
debate the various facets of any subject in which he was interested:- politics, 
economics, business, South African history, sport, climbing and its ethics, and a 
host of others.

He maintained a deep affection for the Stoats, producing an anthology of 
Stoats' writings over the years in time for their 50th Anniversary. His affection for 
the MAM was no less (he was one of the original discoverers of Low House) and 
when in the U.K. on business he often managed a little time in the places where his 
climbing started, snatching days in the Lakes, at Tremadoc, in the Gower and at the 
MAM/Stoats Jubilee Dinner. His death occurred at the end of the Alpine Meet, a 
meet which he had specifically flown over from South Africa to join.

It is difficult to write objectively about a person one has admired and loved for 
so long, the more so under these circumstances. We have lost one of the finest men 
we could ever have had as a member, and many of us have lost one of our best and 
oldest friends. It was only distance that prevented him becoming far more well 
known to the whole membership. We will always remember that slightly impish 
face with its wicked grin recounting the tale of some preposterous near-miss, or the 
serious and methodical preparation aimed at the ideal combination of success at the 
end and fun en route, be it a hard climb or a night at the pub.

I do not necessarily believe that the mode of a person's passing can be a 
reflection of the way that they would choose, and the place of Dave's death can be 
no more than coincidence. However, he often mentioned his love for Zermatt and 
particularly for the Matterhorn. He had been on the mountain some four or five 
times, having already climbed it some years previously, and during this holiday had 
already soloed up to the Solvay hut to remind himself of the route and to check 
conditions.

Our deepest sympathies go to his wife Janet, also a member of the MAM, and 
to their children, Bridget and Glyn.

D.M.R.
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JOURNAL
The Hon. Editor cordially invites contributions for the next issue to be sent to 

him at 13 Fox Houses Road, Whitehaven, Cumbria CA28 8AF.

Photographs are particularly welcome. Ideally they should be black and white 
prints of about the size of these pages. Colour slides are also usable where there are 
high levels of definition and contrast.

Enquiries for back numbers of the Journal are occasionally received and at 
present there are requests outstanding for Vol.4 No.5 (1967) and for Vol.5 No.3 
(1971-2) from a foreign library: any offers to the Editor please.

Similarly if any members are about to emigrate, retire, or simplify their stocks 
of personal possessions, and if this should involve the jettisoning of old numbers of 
the M.A.M. Bulletin or Journal the Hon. Editor would be pleased to have such 
items thrown in his direction. Eventually it is hoped to be able to have a range of 
back numbers available for new members or as replacements for others who may be 
missing the odd copy.

The Association acknowledges with thanks the receipt of the following 
journals from kindred clubs:

the Fell and Rock Journal 1981
the Climbers' Club Journals 1982, 1983

the Rucksack Club Journals 1981, 1982

the Scottish Mountaineering Club Journal 1983, 1984

and the Seventy Fifth Annual Record (1982-3) of the Ladies' Scottish 
Climbing Club.

We have also exchanged publications with Deutscher Alpenverein.

END
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